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The work of Walter Benjamin presents
special challenges for an enquiring histo
rian. While he was. in the lallcrpan of his
carecr. centrally concerned with a cri·
liqueofhislOricism. Benjamin's idiosyn
cralic involvement with a range of usu
ally incampa! ible imeJlecrual currents also
cries out for historical contex!Ualization.
The semester" s first meeting of the Ger
man Studies Colloquium on September'"
was devoted to an intervention on just
this lerrain in the fOfm of 8eatrice
H.ms~n·sprescntafion "PonTail afMel
ancholy(Benjamin. Warburg. Panofsky.··
Hanssen, an associate professor at
Haf\'ard University. was continuing the
recent engagement with the work of Ben
jamin contained in her book. Walter
Belljamin's Other History: Of SWill'S.
Anillwf.I". HUlllan Being.\, and Allgeis.
Hanssen's talk took up themalics from
this work. such as Benjamin's crilique of
historicism. and the imponance of his
The Ori&ill ofGemwn Tra~ic Drama as
a precursor to his later theorizations of
Ihedialectical image. The central ges!Ure
of Hanssen's presentation. however. was
10 offer "a historical geneaology of
Benjamin's dialectical image. whose ori
gins reven back to nineteenth-century
picture theories:' More specifically. she
allempted 10 connect Benjamin's renec
tions on the dialectical image to central
figures in the emergence of the discipline
of art history - lhe an hislorian Erwin
Panofsky. and lhe cultural historian Aby
Warburg.
Hanssen·s discussion of the imponance
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THE AESTHETICS

OF CATASTROPHE:

CHARLOTTE SALOMON'S

ART AND HISTORY
Adam J. Sacks

The remark of audience surprise ("Why
haven 'tl heard ofherbcforeT) frequently
heard in reference to GemJan Jewish art

ist CharI one Salomon sounds a nOle of
hOrTor~tingedremorse, as theemergence
of the work of one killed in Auschwitz
signals the absence of whal could have
been in the countless voices that were
silenced. The nightmare of a full con
frontation with this loss. a loss whose
contours and particulars can never be
articulated. left the work of Charlolte
Salomon in the essentialized context of
the Holocaust. As censorship. and then
obscurity gives way to a belated. general
ized awareness in the public sphere. the
possibililyexists that the work ofSalomon
could be instituled as a redeeming or
compensalory vehicle for lhe pasl.
wherein the conlext of the Holocaust is
repressed. Between this binary opposi-

(colll;nlteJ on page 2I)

PUTTING THE

CULTURE BACK IN

CULTURAL STUDIES:

A TRANSATLANTIC

WORKSHOP

Jaimey Fisher

On October 2 and 3. 1998 the Institute
for German Cu](ural Studies held a trans
atlantic. comparative workshop on cul
tural sludiesand Kulrun,·;ssemchaft. The
Workshop W(lS the second meeting on
Ihis topic for a group of professors from
Cornell and the Humboldt Universily of
Berlin: they mel for Ihe first lime in lhe
summer of 1997 in Berlin to discuss their
newly formed partnership around the
growing field of cultural studies. After a
welcoming remark by Provost Don
RandeL Peter Hohendahl, director of
The InstitUfe. opened lhe Workshop by
asking if Americans and Germans mean
the same thing when they discuss cultural
Sludies and Kulturwi.HenschajI. Two of
the presentations. the firsl and lasf, deah
explicitly with lhe definition ofculture in
cultural studies. while others illuminaled
lhe discussion by practicing cultural stud
ies in lheir respective research fidds.

In his presentation "The Positioning of
Literary Studies in light of the Challenge
from Kullurwissenschafl,'· Klaus
Scherpe addressed two fundamental
questions arising from the growinganen
lion 10 ··Kullurwissem;chaft": what its
relation to lradilional disciplines should
be and what its objects of study should
become. On lhe former question, Scherpc
asked whether tradi Iional disci pI ines were
fO become inlerdisciplinary or whether a
new transdisciplinary field of cultural
slUdies should be built from the ground

(cont;ntmJ on page 9)
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History and
Memory arter
Auschwitz
by Dominick
LaCapra

(hhaca, NY:
Cornell Univer
sity Press, 1998)
214 pages

Michael Rothberg

With the publication of History and
Memory After Auschwitz. Dominick
LaCapra makes his second book-length
intervention into Holocaust studies. In
this new work, LaCapra continues the
exploration of trauma and mourning be
gun in Representing the Holocaust (1994).
LaCapra employs the psychoanalytic
vocabulary of acting out and working
through in order to contribute to our
understanding both of the events of the
Nazi genocide and to their psychic and
cultural aftennalh. Among LaCapra's
many important contributions to this field
are his focus on the importance of subject
position in lhe understanding of trau
matic events and his insistence on the
inseparability of scholarly and ethico
political concerns.

History and Memory After Auschwitz

includes two theoretical chapters that
frame close readings of four exemplary
social and cultural texts. In the first theo
retical chapter, LaCapra addresses larger
hislOriographical issues by critically in
terrogating recent discourses on history
and memory. In this short discussion of
Pierre Nora's theory of"sitesof memory,"
as well as in the chapter's longerconsid
erationsofCharles Maier. Patrick Hutton,
and Saul Friedlander. LaCapra brings
psychoanalytic categories such as "work
ing-through" to bear on the problem of
history and memory in such a way that he
is able to preserve the differences be
tween the two terms while illustrating
their dynamic and tense relationship.

The following four chapters demon
strate how this larger methodological
point plays itself out in particular cases.
In the second chapter, LaCapra returns 10
the Historiurstreit in order to provide a
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retroactive account of the debate in the
light of the unification of the German
nation-state. In this, his second essay on
the historians' debate, LaCapra reaches
pessimistic conclusions about the liberal
intelligentsia's ability to dislodge con
servative ideologies and institutional
power. The following two chapters en·
gage with the work of Shoshana Felman,
particularly her book, co-authored with
Dori Laub, Testimony: CrisesofWitness·
ing in Literature. Psychoanalysis, and
History. In these chapters, LaCapra re
reads two texts central to Felman's
project, Camus's The Fall and Claude
Lanzmann's film Shoah, in order to con
test what he understands as the problems
of a deconstructive approach to trauma.
The centerpieceofthe book is the chapter
on Lanzmann's Shoah, Without ques
tioning the film's status as a masterful act
of witness, LaCapra's consideration of
the film together with the discourse sur
rounding it-by the director and crit
ics-nonetheless reveals a troublesome
sacraJizing logic. The substitution of ab
solutist assertions for a more context
sensitive approach to trauma in both
Lanzmann's comments and Felman's
reading threatens to displace the poten
tial for coming to terms with the past in
such a way that a historically specific
trauma is hyperbolically essentialized as
the paradigm ofmodemity.lfLanzmann
and Felman unconsciously "act our' a
transferential relationship to traumatic
events they did not experience. LaCapra
finds in his final case study that Art
Spiegelman. in his comic·book memoir
Maus, is able to "work through" more
successfully a similar belated relation
ship to the Holocaust. Indeed, in
LaCapra's canon of Holocaust-related
texIS, Maus comes the closest to negotiat
ing a proper relationship 10 the events.

Returning to more general theoretical
issues in his final chapter, LaCapra once
again takes up his key categories and
provides a nuanced account of the rela
tionship between acting-out and work
ing-through. LaCapra summarizes his
non-orthodox position in the following
terms: ''working-through has been valo
rized in my account, but acting-out has
not si mply been devalorized or summari Iy

dismissed. And the relation between act
ing-out and working-through has not been
seen in terms of an optimistic scenario or
uplifting narrative in which one may ul
timately heal all wounds, achieve full
ego-identity, transcend the past. and live
happily in the present .. Working
through thus counters compulsive act
ing-out, but it does not provide full en
lightenment or definitive liberation from
the constraints of the past" (185-6). A
second conceptual pair central to
LaCapra's book is that of structural and
historical trauma. Here, LaCapra distin
guishes in a non-binary fashion between
"structural trauma," the inevitably ltau
matic encounter wilh the "Real," on the
one hand, and "historical trauma," the
traumatic impact of extreme historical
events, on Ihe other. Through Ihis dis
tinction, LaCapra most effectiveiy inter
venes in the present status of"trauma
studies-atheoretical and practical move
ment that sometimes elides the differ
ence between these two forms of trauma.

Finally and most surprisingly, History
and Memory After Auschwitz is notable
for the way in which it contests the over
whelmingly negative academic reception
orDaniel Goldhagen's bestselling Hitler's
WjfJjng Executioners. Without subscrib
ing to Goldhagen' s "national character"
thesis about a specifically German
"eliminationist antisemitism," LaCapra
does convincingly insist that Goldhagen' s
book raises the right question-how could
the Nazis have done what they did?
Through this provocative perspective on
Goldhagen, LaCapra opens up the thesis
on the modernity of the Holocaust and
suggests that this commonly accepted
characterization of Nazi genocide does
not fully come to terms with the sacrifi
cial and carnivalesque aspects of
antisemitic violence. As this last point
makes clear, LaCapra's book is filled
with new and critical arguments about an
event that has attracted as much scholarly
discourse as any topic under discussion
today. His non-orthodox use of psycho
analysis and trauma theory and his will
ingness to break taboos in Holocaust stud
ies make LaCapra one of the most acute
commentators writing on the Nazi geno
cide today.•
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GERMAN AMBASSADOR
VISITS CORNELL

Eva Reeves

On September 17. the Department of
Gennan Studies hosted the Ambassador
oflhe Federal Republic of Gcrrnany, His
Excellency Jiirgen Chrobog. Paying trib
ute to the imponance orlhe visit, Cornell
President Hunter Rawlings introduced
the Ambassador's well-attended talk,
"Gennany in a Unifying Europe: AStrong
Transatlantic Partner for the 21" Cen
tury," by outlining his illustrious career.
As a nonetheless modest Chrobog later
told his audience, however, he had left
"His Excellency" back in Washington.
and this was undoubtedly the impression
he left behind al Cornell: accessible,
down-la-earth. and above all, diplomatic.
Chrobog began his talk by emphasizing

that the end orlhe Cold War and. with it,
the faJl of the Wall in his hometown
Berlin, have ushered in a new era in
Europe. The celebration in 1998 of the
50'"anniversary ofthe Berlin Airlift, spot
lighting the sustained success oflhe Ger
man/American partnership throughout
the Cold Waryears and into the new post
wall era. has punctuated this historical
shift. This has called for a redefinition of
the German/American alliance and the
"need to breathe new life into the transat
lantic community." Focusing his talk
mainly on how Germany has coped with
the challenges of unification, Chrobog
then turned his attention to issues regard
ing current GermanlUS relations, con
cluding with some suggestions on what
can still be done to strengthen the part
nership.
Addressing first the unexpected epochal

event ofreunification (this year will mark
its ten-year anniversary), the Ambassa
dor reassured his audience that the task of
"uniting two vastly different economic
and social systems has been a remarkable
success." While admitting that the "inte
gration of a largely corrupt and bankrupt
economy" has not been easy, and at 100
million dollars annually an enormous
burden on the German taxpayer, Chrobog
affirmed that the results have been on the
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DepDnmenr Chainnan An Groos (I.) with Ambassador Chrobog

whole "very encouraging." Germany responsibility:'Chrobogemphasized, ''to
can now boast with having the most mod- work towards EU enlargement," as well
em infrastrUcture in Europe, and even as to "help adapt NATO 10 the new cen
"the unemployment figures are begin- tury." Having learned the lesson of his
rung to decline." The road to unification tory, Chrobog added, Germany sees inte
has been longer and bumpier than ex- gration into a greater Europe as its essen
pected, but Germany was unquestion- tial goal.
ably "on the right track." A decisive step in that direction is the
To meet its new international challenges adoption ofthc Euro on January I, 1999.

and obligations, the Ambassador contin- Outlining the many advantages a single
ued, Germany has undertaken a number European currency is certain to bring,
ofchanges. German military forces have. Chrobog stressed that this necessary stra
for example, started to participate in tegic response to economic globalization
peace-keeping missions under UN aus- will make "Europe a key player along
pices, thus making Germany a new and with the U. S. on the field, not just a
willing partner to share in managing cri- spectator standing off on the side." He
ses throughout the world. Chrobog's also expressed his regret that Britain was
case in point was Bosnia. pointing out not participating in the monetary union,
that Germany was one of the largest fi- but was optimistic Ihat it would, in due
nancial contributors to efforts in the area, time, be convinced of the benefits and
and had also provided the fourth largest join.
contingent of extra troops. The ambassador then turned his atten

Integration in the European Union lies tion to "the cornerstone for European
at the center of Germany's efforts to security and prosperity," NATO, ''the
adjust to the new global environment: framework for Europe's strategic coop-
geographically too, Chrobog clearly en- eration with the U. S," More than just a
visioned. emphasizing Germany's vig- military alliance, NATO represents "a
orous support of the Central and Eastern community of nations sharing the com
European states in their desire to join. He mon values of democracy, freedom, and
stressed thc Germans' need to sec them- peace," which it has shown to be able to
selves in a greater European context - preserve reliably. Welcoming the three
quoting Thomas Mann ~ as "Gennan new member states of Poland, the Czech
Europeans and European Gennans." In Republic, and Hungary to the North At
view of its past, Gennany also has "a lantic alliance, and expressing his opti
political,historicalandespecially,anwral rnism regarding the prospective mem-

(COfl/inued on page /6)
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JEANNEITE LANDER
READS FROM HER WORKS

Shelah Weiss

Jeannette Lander. author of Auf dem
Boden der Fremde, among other works,
gave a reading on Wednesday. October 7
in the A.D. White House. Sponsored by
the Department of Gennan Studies. the
Department of Modem Languages, the
Program of Jewish Studies, and the Insti
tule for German Cultural Studies.
Lander's talk consisted of a pleasant mix
ture of reading from her literary works,
and commenting on the aesthetic and
cultural project she undertakes in them.
Professor Leslie Adelson gave the intro
ductory comments. Lander, born and
raised in the United States, migrated to
Germany in 1960. In 1%6, she com
pleted her dissertation on William Butler
Yates in Berlin. Since then. she has lived
in Germany, writing numerous works in
German.

Lander, who writes for a German audi
ence. attempts to provide a more authen
tic image of American sociely. When she
first moved to Gennany in the 1960s. she
was disappointed with the unrealistic way
in which the United States was portrayed
in popularGennan culture. She decided
that by writing novels with compelling
characters. she might present a better.
more honest look at life in the U.S. "I
wanted to give a richer picture of
America." she said.

Reading selections from four works.
Ein Sommer in der Woche der lIke K.• AuJ
demBodenderFremde.DreiSchwestem.
and Oberbleibsel. Lander gave an excel
lent introduction to the cadence and
rhythm of her writing. The diction and
texture of her voice rendered complex
language and difficult narration elegantly
maller-of-fact and refreshingly unpre
tentious. As dusk consumed the October
evening outside. the A.D. White House
only seemed to glow brighter as her char
acters and the insistence of her voice
filled the room. Hearing an author read
from her or his own writing can often add
to the understanding one has of their
work; hearing Lander went even further.
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for the way in which she read revealed
that sentences and paragraphs written
decades ago still resonate truth for her.
Lander gave brief introductions to each

novel before reading long selections from
them aloud. She spoke of her characters:
"nonnal" people. experiencing lives lived
on the border or between identities. They
are always Jewish. she said. though she
no longer indicates them as such in her
writing. Jewish characters. on the edge
of cultural and religious identities. are
faced with unique struggles as they try to
negotiate their existence as minorities
with the world. What makes these fig
ures so compelling is how that stnJggle is
portrayed by Lander: these issues arc
faced by Jews all over the world. not just
in Gennany or the U.S.
"Am Randesieht man mehr." she said at

onc point. This statement secms to appl~

well, both to hercharacters and to herself.
In the discussion following her reading.
Lander spoke of her long and complex
relationship with her Gennan critics.
Since releasing her frrst book. Itk£ K. in
1971. she has encountered some criti
cism and doubt on the part of these critics
who wondered why she was in Gennany.
and why she chose to write and publish in
Gennan. Years later. she is now finally
considered a German author. The rela
tionship between Gennans and Jews, she
described. "is not a natural or normal
relationship." Nor should it be. she said;
the pain of the past will not go away. and
neither should feel discomfort about it.

In the reception following her talk,
Lander was eager to speak with faculty
and students alike, in English or in Ger
man. She seemed very excited that people
were so interested in her writing. Indeed.
much oftha! interest grew exponentially
with hearing her lovely reading. which
brought a sense of humanity and realness
to "mere words" on pages.-

Shdah WO'!'us is a graduate student in the
Department ofGerman Studies at Cornell.

••••••••
Contributioru to German Culture News
are welcome. If you would liM an event
listed or ha~e an article to contribute.
pleas#! contact Julia Ste""art at 255-8408
or e·mail: js75@comell.edu.

ESTHER DISCHEREIT
VISITS CORNELL

Yasemin Yildiz
Michael Rothberg

On September 2 and 3. Berlin writer
Esther Dische~itvisited Cornell fortwo
readings sponsored by the Institute for
German Cultural Studies and Women's
Studies. Dischereit is known as oneofthe
leading contemporary German-Jewish
writers. Herpublications include the nov
els Joemis Tisch (1988) and Merryn
(1992), the poetry collection als mirmein
go/em offnete (1996), and a recent vol
ume of essays Obungen judisch zu sein
(1998). Dischereit who was born in 1952
in Heppenheim. (West) Germany, stud
ied Gcnnan literature and politjcal sci
encC'at the University of Frankfurt. After
her studies, she worked in the tool and die
and printing industries.-as well as in their
unions. She has written extensively about
labor movements in Europe and Korea.
and about Jewish socialist women of the
1920s. In 1995. she was a fellow at the
Moses Mendelssohn Center in Potsdam.
and in 1996 and 1998 she was a guest
lecturer al the NEH Summer Institute at
the Uni versity ofMassachusens, Amherst.

This was Dischereit's second visit to
CornelL She also spoke at the 1993 "Re
emerging Jewish Culture in Germany"
conference, and her talk. "No Exit from
this Jewry," was published in the confer
ence proceedings edited by Sander
Gilman and Karen Remm1er. Part of her
first novel. Joemis Tisch. was translated
in the collection Jewish Voices.German
Words, edited by Elena Lappin.

On the evening of September 2.
Dischereit read in German from her work.
She began by reading an unpublished
story, "Das Schweigen des Mannes,"
which she presented for the first time in
public. Listeners familiar with her novels
were struck by the new narrative style she
employed in the story. She then read
several poems from her collection als mir
mein go/emjijJnete. These works were
melodious and condensed, and seemed to
suggest the poetry of Paul Celan. Before
and after the reading. a discussion took

(cominU€d on page /6)
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DAAD WEEKEND:
GERMAN-AMERICAN

RELATIONS:
A TRANSATLANTIC

DIALOGUE

John Kim

Participants from across the region con
gregated at the DAAD weekend this past
fall to listen to and debate with prominent
scholars in the field of Gennan Studies.
Org~izedby Professor Aneue Schwarz.
the weekend took to task the theme of
Gennan-American relations at all levels
of contact-from film. architecture. lit
erature to military conflict. Sponsored
by the German Academic Exchange Ser
vice (DAAD) and Cornell' 5 Department
of German Studies. the conference was
organized to bring together young schol
ars ofGennan culture not only into closer
communication with more advanced
members in their field but also with each
other. Convening at Cornell's historic
A.D. White House on September 26-27.
the students and professors were invited
10 exchange views both at the catered
lunch and breakfast and in theconference
hall. However, the conference by no
means remained a glorified Kaffee·
klatsch. rather it quickly developed into a
very serious interrogation of the key con
cepts which determine the field of Ger
man studies: What could it possibly
mean to be German? What is national or
racial identity? None of these questions
were raised in order to affinn anyone
notion of identity. rather the very notion
of identity was examined as it is opera
tive in the various fields. from film stud
ies to architecture. from literary criticism
to sociological history.

Peter- Katztnstein. professor of Gov
ernment at Cornell University. opened
the day with his presentation on the na
tureofthe NATO security alliance. How
ever, as he quickly demonstrated, the
'purpose' and constitution of NATO is
more than just about military security: it
is also about the creation of territorial
identities. In a dynamic talk entitled "A
Transatlantic Community of Peace for
the 21" Century," Katzenstein invited the
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audience to be more than passive listen
ers by posing them direct questions. What
does it means to be engaged in a security
alliance? Are they naturally formed or
born of necessity? In the ttuest sense of
a dialogue, he provoked thc audience to
think along with him. As he asserted, no
one security alliance, not even thc 'for
midable' NATO. could be reduced to a
product of one cause or another. Rather.
such alliances are built on a widc field of
circumstances which range from the his
torical. geographic, military, to the na
tional. However. even here the nature of
an alliance is not clear, for it is not at all
clear that we can talk of conditioning
circumstances as existent in the same
way ordinary objects are existent. As
Katzenstein dcmonstrated, the concept
of 'nation' as well as 'political regions'
are mere political fictions, albeit eltpcdi
ent fictions. Situating his discussion in
terms ofthe political desires ofthe United
States immediately after the Second
World War, Katzenstein emphasized the
very constructed nature of the security
area that NATO is supposed to defend.
that is. of course, the 'Nonh Atlantic.'
Contrary to the seeming given-ness of
the reality of this geographical designa
tion. the very notion of the "North Atlan
tic" was manufactured by policy makers
and sold to a larger public as a conceptual
means-a 'brand name,' as it were---(o
facilitate the popular understanding of a
perceived policy need: the '·contain-

ment" of communism. As such, it would
be misleading. or downright false, to re
gard political fonnations as natural for
mations.

Katzenstein's talk prepared the audi
ence for a weekend of a series ofcritical
re,evaluations of the very terms of iden
tity that are thought of as so basic to our
notions of culture and history. The con
ference theme of German-American re
lations was taken up from the perspective
ofurban space and architecture by Chris
tian Otto, professor of Architecture at
Cornell University. In his paper entitled
"American Post-Wall Architecture in
Berlin," he traced the development of the
city from a provincial backwater of
100.000 souls to a cosmopolitan center
of over four million inhabitants from
across Europe. Throwing post-Wall Ber
lin up against the background of the city
in the pre-War era, Otto attempted to
demonstrate how architecture comple
ments political desires. Notonly does the
reconslnJction of a united Berlin follow
the pre-War paradigm of cosmopolitan
ism through ambitious projects such as
the rebuilding of Potsdarner Platz, but
even the development of pre- War Berlin
followed cenain socia-political exigen
cies and was most definitely not a prod
uctofhaphazardcoincidences. Ottocites,
for example. the buildingof the 'red' city
hall. the Rotes Rathaus. which was spe
cifically designed to be the tallest build
ing in Berlin from which one could ob-

(co1l1ulIud on pal~ 17)
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IES ROUNDTABLE ON
GERMAN ELECTION

RESULTS

Franz Peter Hugdahl

Just five days after the elections in Ger
many. the Institute for European Studies
convened an a~scmbly ofexpcns to com
ment and conjecture upon the results in a
roundtable forum. The lively and con
vivial conversation ensued from three
Comellians (Jonas Pontusson, Peter
Katzenstein, and Lowell Turner); a resi
dent DAAD fellow from Ihc Freie
UniversiUit Berlin (Dietmar Schirmer);
and avi siting faculty member from SUNY
Binghamton (Chris Anderson).

Lowell Turner (International Labor
Relations) opened the event by ironically
commenting upon the unusual impor
tance ascribed 10 the Gennan elections
bylhe New York Times, nOling that both
Mark McGwirc and the ClintonlLewinsky
affair had been displaced from the front
page in order to announce Gerhard
SchrOder's victory. Turner went on to
interpret the results as a vote for change
that needs 10 be distinguished from the
vOle that brought Clinton back to office.
He predicted that this would be evident in
SchrOder's cabinet with a strong con
stituency of the Left that is balanced by
lost Stollmann and other right wing in
fluences. He emphasized how this would
differ greatly from Clinton's cabinet
where lens Reich is the only significant
representative of the Left. For Turner,
the election was evidence of both a gen
erational change and a political change.
He sees the generation of '68 expressing
some remaining passion for socialjustice
and the social sideofthe market economy,
whereas the East made a decisive shift to
the Left in order to voice dissatisfaction
with the progress promised by the Hel mut
Kohl administration. According to
Turner's view, employment as a Euro
pean issue and the question of regional
currency control in the global economy
will be the concerns that polarize and
map those sentiments. However, Turner
closed his remarks by warning that the
coalition could very well be unruly, un
predictable, unstable and,ultimately, dis-
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appointing. He counseled that one should
wait and sec whether SchrOder could
sustain a balance in the center.

Chris Anderson argued that regardless
ofone's partisan disposition, the election
must be seen as the fulfillment of its
democratic potential because the incum
bent was thrown out. Furthermore, the
health and vibrancy of the democracy
was demonstrated by the improved voter
turnout, As for what happened, Ander
son explained that the people were sim
ply tired of Kohl. Here he saw parallels
with Tony Blair's election in England,
where the ennui with the conservatives
led to their displacement by the liberals.
According to Anderson, however, the
Gennans had lost faith in Kohl as aresult
of the persistent problem of unemploy
ment. He went on toehart the precipitous
decline in Kohl's popularity since 1994
and claimed that the election was morean
expression of the rejection of Kohl than a
mandate for the Left. Anderson sup
ported this conclusion with data derived
from the results of the exit polls that
evidenced the SPD's ability to mobilize
voters by capitalizing on party conver
sions and non-voters, whereas the CDU
was vexed by poor turnout.

By adumbrating some less obvious
moments in the election, Dietmar
Schirmer also sketched a view that was
decidedly skeptical about understanding
the elections as a move to the Left.
Schinnerexplained that the extreme right
wing was made weak by its internal divi
sions and that its lack of success on the
national level was unexpected and other
wise hard to explain in light of regional
results. Another item that Schirmer
singled out for attention was that the PDS
cleared the 5% hurdle for parliamentary
representation. From the most optimistic
angle, he suggested that this accomplish
ment might create an opening that could
facilitate a dialogue with the old, alien
ated communists and afford an opportu
nity for them to participate in the repre
sentative democracy. But ultimately,
because it is effectively a regional party,
it will have little influence on the domi
nant currents that determine the political
climate. Instead of simply reading the
overall election results as a forecast map

(continued on page 19)

RETROSPECTIVE OF
GERMAN COLLOQUIUM

SPRING 1998
(CONTINUED)

(This compleles coverage ofthe Spring 1998
German Colloquium Series.)

Rachel Nussbaum

Claudia Koonz

On February 13, Claudia Koonz, pro
fessor of history at Duke University, pre
sented a paper entitled "Nazi Aesthetics
and the Aryan Moral Community: Pro
paganda for Racial Purity, 1929-35."
Koonz addressed the "extraordinary me
dia campaign to popularize racial values
between 1933 and 1939' and particularly
emphasized the role of the euthanasia
program within Nazi attempts to convert
the Gennan population. She contended
that scholars should rely neither on theo
ries ofendemic racism and anti-Semitism
among Germans, nor should they adopt
an approach which, in her view, slights
ideology. Rather, the Nazis engaged in a
large-scale program of "state-sponsored
popular culture" which played the cru
cial role in influencing Germans to com
mit mass murder. Rhetoric in defense of
the need to kill physically and mentally
disabled individuals had no!. according
to Koonz, been an imponant part of the
Nazi program before 1933, and was

(continued on page 20)
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FACULTY PROFILE

Cultural Studies." Participants will be
chosen from applicants from U. S. and
Canadian colleges and universities. Sti
pends for the selected members are of
fered by the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD). The program will ro
tate to Chicago for the year 2000.·

Miclw~lRUlhMrg

At Miami. Michael teaches an interdis
ciplinary course on the Holocaust that
draws on his research as well as his asso
ciation with the Holocaust Educational
Foundation, a group that promotes teach
ing and research on the Holocaust at the
university level. He also teaches other
courses on Jewish literature, as well as
graduate and undergraduate courses in
literary and cultural theory, American
literature. and postcolonial studies. His
publications are equally diverse. ranging
from articles on 17"'-century English po
etry and French drama to comparative
approaches to 2Qd>·century literature and
theory.

While a fellow at the Institute. Michael
presented some of his work in the collo
quium series. His paper. "On the
Interdisciplinarity of the Extreme: Trau
matic Realism and the Nazi Genocide,"
combined sections of his forthcoming
book with discussion of his new project
on extreme violence. The new project
will take acomparative look at twentieth
century extremity and will seek to map
the connections and di sjunetions between
forms of knowledge and forms of vio
lence.

DAAD SEMINAR RETURNS TO CORNELL SUMMER 1999

Cornell University will host the DAAD
Summer Seminar from June 7 to July 16.
Biddy Martin, Associate Dean, College
of Arts and Sciences. and professor of
German Studies and Women's Studies.
will conduct the program which will fo
cus on "Gender and Sexuality in German

GERMAN COLLOQUIUM
SERIES CONTINUES IN

SPRING SEMESTER

The German Colloquium series. spon
sored by the Institute for German Cul
tural Studies will continue in the Spring
Semester with an impressive line-up.
Dietmar Schirmer, DAAD Visiting Pro
fessor in the Government Depanment,
will open the program on February 5. He
will be followed by Peter Pail, graduate
student from Comparative Literature:
Willi Goetschel. Department of German
Languages and Literatures. Columbia
University; Suzanne Siewan, lecturer in
the Deparunent of Modem Languages:
German Studies graduate student Kizer
Walker; Valerie Weinstein. Department
of German Studies and Professor Julia
Hell. German Studies. University of
Michigan. -

On April 2-3. 1999. Professors Peter
Gilgen (German Studies) and Brian
Jacobs (Government) will host a two-day
interdisciplinary conference entitled
"AestheticslEthicsIPolitics: From Kant
to Hegel." Participants will be drawn for
the most pan from spring graduate semi
nars who have been invited !O submit
propo'sals for papers. Twoeminent schol
ars in the field of German Idealism have
agreed to participate. Paul Guyerofthe
University of Pennsylvania will give the
keynote address and Frederick
Neuhauser. Department of Philosophy.
Cornell, will also give a lecture.
The conference will focus on the related

areas of subject autonomy and the emer
gence of an autonomous aesthetic sphere
in the philosophy of Kant. as well as the
subsequent developments subject au
tonomy and aesthetics underwent in the
philosophical, political. and cultural de
bates of the period from the mid 1700s to
1831. The conference will be held at the
A. D. White House on Cornell campus
and is free and open to the public.-

APRIL CONFERENCE ON
"AESTHETICSIETHICSIPOLITICS,~---------:----:======-:--,

KANT AND HEGEL" Michael Rothberg. an assistant profes-
sorofEnglish at the UniversilyofMiami
in Coral Gables, Florida. was a Visiting
Fellow at the Institute for German Cul
tural Studies during the fal1l998 semes
ter. Michael received his Ph.D. in 1995in
Comparative Literature from the City
University of New York Graduate Cen
Icr, where he worked with Nancy K.
Miller. Previously, he had done course
work in the Literature Program at Duke
University and at the Center for Film and
Literary Criticism in Paris; he received a
B.A. from Swarthmore College in En
glish and Linguistics.

Michael's book, After the "Final Solu
tion": Traumatic Realism and Holocaust
Representation, is fonhcoming from the
University of Minnesota Press, and dur
ing his semester at Cornell he made final
revisions for publication. After rhe "Fi
nal Solurion" looks at the impact of the
Nazi genocide on literature. philosophy.
and popular culture in Germany, France.
and the United States. The first section of
the book consists of theoretically in
formed close readings of memoirs of the
"concentrationary universe" by David
Rousset. Ruth Kluger, and Charlotte
Dclba. Striking a more philosophical note,
the second section considers the rhetoric
of culture "after Auschwiu" through ex
tensive discussions of Theodor Adorno
and Maurice Blanchot. Finally, the third
section tracks the entry of the Holocaust
into popular discourse through readings
of the work of Philip Roth and An
Spiegelman. through considerations of
Schindler's List and Shoah. and through
a discussion of the United States Holo
caust Memorial Museum.
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"AFTER-IMAGES
OF THE CITY:

NACHBIWER DER STADT"

Sharin Shenassa
Geoffrey Winthrop-Young

On 16-17 October 1998. the Depart
ment of Romance Studies hosted a sym
posium entitled "After-Images of the
City" (Nachbilderder Stadt) at the A. D.
WhiteHouse. Organized by Joan-Ramon
Resina (Cornell) and Dieter Ingensc:hay
(Humboldt UniversiUiI. Berlin), the con
ference was aucnded by scholars from
Gennany and the United States and fo
cussed on representations of the city.
especially on the ways in which old im
ages may linger and influence new
conceptualizations of the urban space.
The first session was devoted to explor

ing towns and cities as sites of differ
ences, and contested idcnlities. The
lead-off presentation by Jurgen
Schlaeger (Humboldt Uoiversitat). "Lon
don: Tomorrow's Yesterday. Future Im
ages of the Pas!." concentrated on recent
literary depictions of London. In discuss
ing texts by Patrick White, JeffNicholson.
John Raban and especially Ian Sinclair,
Schlaegerdiscussed how the alleged free
dom of signifying practices in the mod
em metropolis frequently turns into a
tyranny of government-sponsored
semiotic politics as those agencies in
dulge in their own drive for the spectacu
lar and try to shape the appearance of the
city. Against these superi mpositions writ
ers emphasize the plastic nature of the
city, mobilizing it as a site for multiple
self-projections and imaginary constructs
that cannot be controlled.

Debra Castillo (Cornell) in her paper
''Tijuana: Shadowtext for the Future"
spoke about Tijuana as an obsessive ob
ject of discourse caught between two
dominant cultures. Castillo demonstrated
how a town can fall prey to abjection by
showing how the border/brothel town
has been stigmatized in the centrist imagi
nations of both Mexico and the United
States. Considered marginal and nega
tively stereotyped in the eyes of a dis-
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course intent on creating an essential
Mexican identity and a site of sin and
seduction in the eyes of many Ameri
cans, Tijuana retains its exemplary status
even in today's philosophical and socio
logical discourses that arc intent on de
veloping a phenomenology of the
"frontera" and construct Tijuana as a
veritable laboratory of postmodernism.
But the image of the sordid border town
is itself a nostalgic after-image, as ob
servers have come to realize that social
realities have shifted in such a way that
the old constructions almost amount to a
nostalgic return to the good old bad days

Proposing the vibrant cultural dynam
ics of New York, in which daily practices
no longer suppose a homogenous culture
as a political model for the future, Doris
Sommer (Harvard), in her presentation
"Nous York: lamiay la tuya," argued for
a vindication of the frequently maligned
double consciousness so endemic in an
increasingly multi-ethnic society. Rather
than sufferfrom double-consciousness--a
state that could easily deteriorate into
Hegel's unhappy eonsciousness--the hy
phenated existence should be embraced
for its democratizing potential.

Using as an historic model the ways in
which the Norman conquerors of Britain
were able to integrate the Saxon and
Danish elements of their newly acquired
kingdom, Sommer argued that celebrat
ing the fissures of multi-ethnicity and
defending the practicesofcode-switching
and cultural hybridity may become ever
more important as the tensions between
ethnic and racial particularity clash with
the homogenizing impulses.

The Friday afternoon session focussed
on the semiotics of urban elements, rang
ing from the development of entire city
sections down to the most inconspicuous
items. In "The Tour Saint-Jacques: Plot
ting the perceptual History of an urban
Fragment," Lauren O'Connell (Ithaca
College) traced the symbolic trajectory
ofthe Tour Saint Jacques--a church tower
in central Paris that lost its church in the
aftermath ofthe French Revolution--from
meaningful monument to meaningless
amenity. Sold off to private investors in
the 1790s, the tower was frequently
refunctionalized during the following two

(continued on page 20)

UNIVERSITY OF GIESSEN
AND CORNELL TO HOLD

CONFERENCE ON
"CULTURES OF MEMORY"

IN APRIL

A conference on "Cultures of Memory"
is being organized for April 9-10 at
Cornell University. The conference will
seek to investigate different cultural
modes ofmemory and remembrance, their
social and discursive construction and
hislOrical changes. International schol
ars (Germany and the U. S.) of German
History, American History, German Stud
ies, Architecture, English, and Political
Science will discuss questions of collec
tive and individual memories; the
mnemotechnical construction or'identity
and tradition; the architectural topology
of memory; rhetoric and the literary an of
memory; politics ofmemory and national
myths; new mnemotcchnological devices
and advances; video art and remembrance.
Fourprofessors will come from Giessen,

to bejoinedbyfourComel1 faculty mem
bers. Other guest speakers include
Anstlm Haverkamp, professorofCom
parative Literature and English at NYU,
Wolf Kittler, professor of German and
Comparative Literature at USC Santa Bar
bara, and Susan Bernstein, professor of
Comparative Literature at Brown Uni
versity.
The conference will be a joint effort

between Cornell and the University of
Giessen in Germany and will serve as the
first in a series of collaborative events
between the two universities. A follow
up conference on the topic of "deja vu"

will be held next April in Giessen.
Principal sponsors arc the German Aca

demic Exchange Service (DAAD), and
the Institute for German Cultural Studies.
Organizer is Professor Anette Schwarz,
Depanment ofGerman Studies (Cornell).
The conference which will be held at the

A.. D.Whitc Houseon Cornell campus is
free and open to the public.·

..............
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Provost Don Randd and Peter Hohendahl with members
of the Humboldt group

(Cullure - COfl/ifllled from page I)

up. Given the specialization of fields that
has already been reached, Schcrpe saw
rendering traditional fields more inter
disciplinary as the only possibility. This
kind of expansion begs the question of
what objects should be studied in these
revamped fields: Scherpe discussed the
changing concept of Kulrur in a Gennan
context, how it has oscillated between a
nonnative, exclusive and a descriptive,
inclusive tenn. Kulrur, Scherpe argued,
should nO[ come merely to stand in forthe
text as object of study, that it should
retai~ something beyond the horizons of
the text. Scherpe con-
cluded his talk with
what heconsiders posi
tive trends in cultural
studies, including the
inclusion of a greater
diversity of texts in lit
erary studies and the
anthropologization of
the humanities.

In her talk, "Border
Skirmishes? Zafer
Senocak,DerMann im
Umerhemd. and the
Conceptualization of
Turkish-Gennan Cul
ture," Leslie Adelson
took up in practice a
couple of questions
Scherpe's presentation
had posed theoreti-
cally: what are to be the objects of an
expanded Gennan Studies and what are
to be its approaches to those new objects?
First, Adelson cited a methodological
need to move beyond identarian ap
proaches to Turkish-Gennan culture a~

well as beyond their often spatially fig
ured binaries of center and periphery,
West and East, andselfand other. Litera
ture can show us how to refigure both the
essentializing assumptions of sociologi
cally positivist approaches as well as to
move beyond claims that identity is
merely fluid and hybrid. Adelson cited
Susanne Zantop's Colonial Fantasies:
Conquest. Family, and Nation in
Precolonial Germany, /770-/870 on
countries whose histories are nO[ up to
colonial par with England or France:
discourse, fantasy, and history become a
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new triad in the approach to the
postcolonial tradition. Following Mary
Louise Pratt's conceptofthe contact zone,
one can avoid essentializing experiences
as either purely national or purely colo
nial by thinking about subjects in an
interlocking manner. After these meth
odological questions, Adelson turned to
Feridun Zaimoglu' s novel KanakSprach:
24 MifJlone yom Randeder Gesellschaft,
in which the Turkish men complicate any
sociological notion of traditional spatial
and social hierarchies by both occupying
and theorizing the space of the abject in

Gennan society. In his Der Mann im
Unterhemd, Wer Senocak also rejects
essentializing a singular Turkish identity
by reminding us of the need to distin
guish between referential spaces ofexpe
rience and phantasmatic spaces of his
tory, which must not be read in tenus of
sociology, ethnicity, or national identi
ties.
The tension between early photography

and narration was the topic of Manuel
Koppen's presentation"Photography and
Narration: Of War Scenes of Action and
(Re-}Prescntational Relations in the sec
ond half of the Nineteenth Century."
Koppen highlighted the differences be
tween new "eye-witness" narratives and
new photographs used to document the
Crimean War( 1853-l857) and the Ameri
can Civil War (I861-1865). While the

eye-witness account still assured narra
tive authority over the events - often
one appealing to familiar aesthetic mod
els- early war photography offered a
moment likewise present at the event but
withoUi navigating the events: it exposed
the viewer to something new, something
emptied of the familiar narrative author
ity. Following Barthes, Koppen sug
gested that photographs are not represen·
tations but certifications of presence that
offer emptiness instead of fullness in
terms of action. But breaking with
Barthes. who said that photography "pro-

duces a world without dif
ference (an indifferent
world}," Koppen argued
that the early photographs'
key feature was theirempti
ness in contrast to narration
- precisely their differ
ence, their radical break,
from the expectation of nar
rational accounts. These
photos, unlike narration or
even painting, did not se
lect according to criteria of
meaning. Photography
would change of course
once there was more ac
companying narration. once
there was more staging and
application ofaesthetic cat-
egories to it. But these ini
tial paradoxes of the rela

tions between nearness and distance dis
turbed the traditional and trusted space
time relations: the gaze of early photog
raphy no longer assured acontained world
of immediately comprehensible mean
ing.

In her talk "Specters of the Uncanny,"
Anette Schwarz undertook a reading of
Sigmund Freud's famous essay on the
uncanny by bringing to bear on the piece
recent theories of trauma and the subse
quent drive to archiving. The explosion
of the uncanny - the return ofspecters of
the past - suggests that the uncanny
represents both a part ofand double to the
drive to archiving. The uncanny mani
fests the spcctrality of the archive. Such
a reading of the uncanny problematizes
Freud's essay because it casts doubt on
his theory of memory: Freudian psycho-
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Ius against the patriarchal order as well as
atransitional object with which Siegmund
tries to renegotiate subjectivity from
within himself. Siegmund tries to escape
the traditional binary between obedience
and rebellion by developing (especially
with his sister) autonomy and intimacy, a
very modem transition in subjectivity. In
pursuit of these modem goals. however.
Siegmund resists conventional mascu
line maturation - his fathersubsequently
kills him. ending his renegotiation of
proto-modem subjectivity. Opposite
Siegmund, Siegfried plays the national
ist, proto-imperialist, industrial-era Ger
man about to indulge the worst reaction

ary aspect of German
Sonderweg "moder
nity." For instance,
whereas the. sword
serves Siegmund as a
transitional object be
tween traditional subject
and object, for Siegfried
it is merely a
instrumentalized, proto
industrial tool. Whereas
Siegmund as a noble
outsider threatening the
community can be read
as Jewish, Siegfried
manifests proto-anti
Semitism in rus relation
ship to Mime.
Siegfried's break to the
forest signifies the

founding of the German nation as a sus
piciously sylvan reaction against the
modernity.
In her talk ''The Cultural Background of

the Origins of Sexology in Berlin around
1900," Christina von Braun also took
up questions of shifting categories of the
fin-de-siecle. Von Braun began by ask
ing why the shift in gender categories
occurred more slowly in Gennany than
in other cultures. For instance, Why were
women admitted to the German univer
sityonlyin 1908? Traditionally. women's
capacity to study was discussed in terms
of reproductive organs rather than intel
lectual potential. But in the latter half of
the nineteenth century, a new awareness
of the science of reproduction differenti
ated itself from the cultural understand-

Con/erenct: participants in session:=::..----~""

chaos represents the other to normal adult
inner life. In Hoffmann's children's fairy
tale "Nussknacker und Mauserkonig,"
young Marie develops a psychological
interiority, through which she becomes
alienated from her family. But, as she
begins to behave herself rationally, her
problematic inner world is slowly coor
dinated to the family system. Here, the
child's fantasy world is not as irreconcil
able as in Goethe's "Erlkonig" or in
Hoffmann's own "Ocr Sandmann." The
child is able to progress from the other of
the adult, bourgeois world to a success
fully socialized Burgen'n-in-the-making
- a fundamental duality as the childish

inner world that emerged on the verge of
the nineteenth century.

If Rudiger Steinlein described the ad
vent of the nineteenth century via the
childish inner world, in his talk "Richard
Wagner and the Bourgeois Crisis"
Michael Steinberg explored the demise
of the nineteenth century in modernity's
killings its best children. Steinberg ar
gued that Wagner's The Ring responds to
its historical context: since it is both a
narration and symptom of modernity, its
characters ought be read closely as alle
gories of historical subjectivity. In
Siegmund, The Ring offers a model of
I848er political subjectivity at odds with
the traditional order of the father. For
instance, Siegmund's grasping of the
sword represents the wielding ofthe phal-

analysis posits a fundamental faith in the
readability of memory as decipherable
archive, Freud's reading of the uncanny
in Hoffmann's "Der Sandmann" follows
this faithful law, The uncanny represents
not the hidden secret - language as un
readable - but rather becomes the very
means for deciphering what is indeci
pherable, the death drive, Freud's em
phasis on vision in Hoffmann's story
demonstrates his underlying preoccupa
tion with and faith in the readability of
experience, even the death drive. Whereas
Hoffmann ironizes vision within the
multifaceted literary field of the story,
Freud only grows defensive about his
project of the
decipherability of lan
guage, His studied
avoidance of the funda
mental implications of
the uncanny displays his
commitment to the ego
and its fundamental per
ceptibility, In Freud's
hands, literature itself
becomes panofthetrans
parent arcruve, instead of
entertaining and occa
sionally indulging the
uncanny specters of the
decipherable archive.
E.T,A. Hoffmann made

another guest appearance
at the Workshop in
RiidigerSteinlein's pre-
sentation on"The Discoveryofthe Child·
ish Inner World around 1800: Literary
poetic 'Psycho(patho)-graphy' of Child
hood in Goethe. Moritz. and ETA.
Hoffmann." Steinlein explored the works
of three authors as they staged the social
ization of the child. These texts cast
accounts of childhood as anthropologi
cal reports from our own culture. In
Goethe's the ballad of the "Erlkonig," the
father personifies enlightenment ratio
nalityas he confronts his possessed child's
hallucinations. The child becomes here,
through his inner world, the medium for
the uncanny as well as the alienated adult
self. In Moritz's Anton Reise, in the
weeks leading up to Christmas, the hero
recalls terrifying stories told to him as a
child: as a terrain of terror, his childhood
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ing ofsex. This differentiation resonated
directly against the debates about Jews:
for both women and Jews, a cultural body
differentiated itself from the biological
body. A second shin that helped Ger
many develop a modem category of gen·
der concemed a new conceptualization
of society as body. Formerly, blood had
always served as the crucial link between
pans ofthe body and pans of the society.
At the end of the nineleenth century,
however, this model shifted to one based
on a medial collective body connected by
the nervous system. The shift from a
blood·based to nerve-based body also
shifted social understanding in a way that
could benefit both women and Jcws. In a
society with a new nerve·based under
standing of itself, stereotypically femi
nized or Jewish nervous disorders be,
came general afflictions - once again,
the negative biological particularity of
the nervous Jew or hysterical woman was
weakened.

lnge Stephan presented an essay en
tilled "Pandora's Box: Mythologizalion
and Staging of Femininity in Literature,
An. and Psychoanalysis in 1900" con
cerning motherhood and gender around
1900. She focused in the first part of her
talk on the history of the owncrship and
reception of the painting "L'Qrigine du
Monde" by Gustave Courbet (1866). She
described an intriguing re-visitation of
this painting by Ihe artist von Asch, who
superimposed upon Corbet's work a land·
scape painting entitled "Schloss im
Schnee" - von Asch' swork transformed
this portrait of a woman's genitals into a
landscape painting that only at second
glance rcveals the sexual image veiled
beneath. This painting was, not coinci·
dentally, kept in the private collection of
the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, who
found it of particular interest for the way
in which it both conceals and reveals ils
beheaded female subject. The second
point of departure of her talk were the
plays of Frank Wedek.ind, whose Di~

Biich.r~der Pandora, along with his play
Erdg~ist, constitutes his "Lulu" dramas.
These texts deal explicitly with ambigu
ities of sex and gender, especially in the
double·coding of Wedekind's Lulu char·
aCler. In Di~ Biichse der Pandora. fe-
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male sexuality unleashes the play's vio
lent "Iustmord" in the style of Jack the
Ripper. By citing Pandora, Wedekind
was attempting to give the Jack-the·R.ip
per drama a mythic dimension. Stephan
argued that this mythic conflation has led
10 fruitful complexities in the integration
of the myths of Pandora, from which all
evil originated, including that of Eve as
the origin of all women.

In the Workshop's last talk, "The Con·
ceptofGender in Cultural Studies," Biddy
Marlin returned 10 Ihe issues raised at the
beginning: the definition and status of
culture within cultural studies. Martin
criticized the category of gender within
cultural studies while critiquing the cat
egory of culture within cultural studies
with gender as a key example. Gender
sludies, Martin argued, has often di vorccd
the category of gender from biology too
radically. Martin suggested that the radi
cal critique of science and the perilous
twilight of curiosity in it actually arises
from disciplinary defensiveness arising
from trends within the university. But if
cultural studies continues 10 react in such
a way, it will ultimately become com·
pletely marginalized. In an analysis that
resonates against the untenable position
ofacadcmiccullural studics, Bill Redding
has under.;corcd the endofthe uni versity' s
function as a transmitter of national cul
ture: he sees the university's function
now as the production of specialized ex
cellence in divergent fields. To rethink
and revive the humanistic fields, Martin,
citing Martha Nussbaum, focused on a
redefinition of culture and cultural iden
tity in a way that might be more produc
tive for the humanities' position in the
university. Cultural studies should not
attempt, out of presumed exclusion, to
radically reinstate itself closer to the cen
terofcu lture, as in its critiques ofscience.
Culture should not be an academically
defined thing or object of study, rather it
should becomeaesthetic activity and criti·
cal practices. Inslead of defining our
selves againsl science, we might think in
ways that put us into concen with Ihem.
Luhmann's systems theory can elucidate
Ihe changing definition of categories
within systems both scientific and cul
tural. Similarly, a book like Elizabeth

Wilson's N~ural G~ographi~s traverses
specialized fields by exploring ap
proaches shared by science and the hu
manities. Such reinvention ofculture as
we k.now it might help us move beyond
the impasse of cultural studies' self-de
structive antagonism toward biology.
The closing discussion ofthe Workshop

grew OUI of Martin's elaboration of cui·
lural studies' problematic position in the
university. Klaus Scherpe pointed out
that Redding's critique was very interest
ing for Germans because their universi
ties are now poised to become centers of
excellcnce. Peter Hohendahl pointed out
that despite the emphasis on the crisis of
the humanities, the sciences are in some
ways in the same dilemma: the pressure
of market forces has often steered them
away from traditional research principles.
Michael Steinberg pointed out the dan
gerous impression that Martin's talk might
leave, that humanists should tend now to
the sciences. as if this could be a work
able solution for their problematic posi
tion in the university. Michelle Duncan
pointed out thai, from the position of
someone seeking employmenl in the hu
manities, one's disciplinary defensive·
ness vis-a-vis the sciences is entirely un
derstandable. Given the increasing com
petition, one needs to be excellent and
has little choice or chance to dedicate
oneself to thought as opposed to excel
lence. A discussion of what exactly ex
cellence is ensued: Martin reiterated that
we should be excellent in terms of think·
ing and critical practices, but David
Bathrick countered that excellence is, for
those seekingjobs, defined every year by
the job market itself. Leslie Adelson
asked about the status of science in
Martin's lalk, and Martin argued that
cultural studies has posed as too scien
tific - that we oughl 10 relurn to aes
thetic practices and aesthetic education."

Juimey "'isNr is u graduate student in tM
Depanmenl ofGennaJ'l Studies OJ Conull.

••••••••
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(CoUoquium - continued from page /)

of Panofsky and Warburg for Benjamin
touched on what is a central and velting
issue raised by his later work - the meth
odology of the dialectical his!Orian. For
eumple, linking Benjamin's descriptions
of melancholia in The Origin ofGemuln
Tragic Drama with Panofsky's analysis
of Durer's 1514 engraving Me/encolia I,
she argued of Benjamin's book, "melan
cholia truly opened up onto a new meth
odology or theory of knowledge, pro
cured by the cultural historian's immer
sion in natural and cultural objects."
Hanssen made a similar argument with
respect to Benjamin's relationship to
Warburg. Both Warburg and Benjamin,
she argued, came to sec cultural history
"as a memory bank of mnemic images
(Erinnerungsbilder) in which the new
and the old, the past and the present,

enmeshed." Hanssen thus linked what
she calls Benjamin's "iconological" con
ception of history with Warburg's vast
unfinished opus Mnemosyne-Atlas 
which was to be a catalogue of images of
gestures and poses spanning centuries of
European history. In her discussions of
both Warburg and Panofsky, Hanssen's
argument insisted on invoking one image
in particular -a photographic portrait of
Benjamin himself. She cast this portrait
not only in tenns of melancholia and loss,
but also invoked Benjamin's conception
of the auratic glance, a turn in the argu
ment which, while not developed, would
have led to the question of redemption.
For Hanssen, what it led to more explic
itly was the question of historical meth
odology: ''under Benjamin's gaze, mel*
ancholia revealed itself to be an eltisten
tialist mode, not simply, then, an indeter-
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minate mood, but, fundamentally, a tech
nique of disclosure and knowledge that
replaced the old rationalistic epistemo
logical mode."
The discussion period touched on vari

ous issues following the presentation.
The point was raised that in invoking
questions ofepistemology and historical
method, Hanssen was intervening in what
are thorny issues for Benjamin's practice
of dialectical historicism, such as how to
reconcile a notion of politically situated
critical intervention with a conception of
truth as the death of subjective intention
ality. Other questions dealt with the
nature of Hanssen's own methodology
and the fonn of her essay - a question
suggested by her foregrounding of issues
of historical methodology at the hean of
her own historical contelttualization.

Miclwel D'Arcy is a graduate student in the
Depanmenl of Camparalive Lileralure al
Cornell.

••••••••

On Friday, September 18, 1998, the
Colloquium met to discuss a paper by
Christian Gundermann, graduate stu
dent in the Dcpanment of Gennan Stud
ies. Gundennann had just completed his
dissertation on the novelist, poet and eth
nologist Hubert Fichte. He opened the
meeting by "not" alluding 10 the joke
that, despite all claims to the contrary,the
authorhe focuses on is not Johann Gottlieb
Fichte but rather Hubert.

Gundennann'S paper, "In Search of a
LoSI Body With Organs: Reclaiming Post
colonial Gay Interiority After Bersani's
Reading of Gide," dealt with sections of
his dissertation that investigate the no
tion of seltuality as a subversive category
in a postcolonial context. Gundennann
said that the papercame out ofthe need to
critique the privileging of sexuality he
found in a number of discourses thai at
the same time empty out sexuality and
the individual of psychological depth or
interiority, Gundennann claimed that US
postcolonial theory modeled on Homi
Bhabha's writings similarly vacates inte
riority in a fantasy of an egoless hybrid
subject, of the body as pure surface, In his
paper Gundennann intended 10 think

Chris/ian GundemUlfIlI

about Leo Bersani's apparent need to
dream of a body without messy interior
ity particularly at the height of the AIDS
crisis in the US. Gundermann sees this
move as a symplOmatic repression in gay
writings of what is imagined as the inner
contamination that breeds disease. He
critiques then a static notion of the self 
which in discussion he reiterated could
be read as well as an attempt to avoid the
homophobic implications of certain de
velopmentally nonnative models ofpsy
chic maturation. Gundermann proposed
that some of Fichte's works acknowl
edge that problematic interiority and its
relation 10 sexuality and gay sexuality in
particular.
Gundermann's telttual analyses focused

on Bersani's reading of Andre Gide's
L'lmmoraliste and on Earl Jackson's
Strategies of Deviance, both of which
reject notions of selfhood, relationality
and interiority. To these he juxtaposed
Fichte's Explosion and Plan der
Gehenkten. These teltts acknowledge the
colonialist and economic context that al
low the gay Western traveler to remain
"detached" from the "tricks" he picks up
by spending a mere "half a franc," as for
example Gide's main character. Michel,
docs on North African boys. Fichte's
protagonist Jack.i, however, eventually
gets into a situation where money cannot
buy the lack. of attachment characterized
by theorists as the revolutionary, gay
"ex-timate" (as opposed to "intimate")
seltuality.

Discussion moved from a debate on
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Bersani 's strategic need to distance him
self from traditional (and homophobic)
notions of a "bounded self," to questions
about an ethical dimension that get re
pressed in a notion ofa self-less relation
ship to the world. Gundermann related
interiority to responsibility and agency
as well as to historic materiality - as
evinced in the fact that money takes the
place ofattachment in the sexual encoun
ters ofthe gay Western travelers in Gide 's
and Fichte's writings. An account of the
role of money in those exchanges not
only will show the economic differences
that enable such a carefree attitude on the
pan of the travelers but will also bring
back the interiority, represented in
Fichte's text by shit (as we know. a Freud
ian relative of money). that Bersani pre
fers to avoid.

Discussion also centered on the tradi
tional opposition between ethics (some~

times labeled Marxist. often coded as
male, mature. heterosexual) and what is
contrasted to it as the gay male narcissis
tic pursuit of pleasure. Gundermann was
aware of the danger that his concern with
a postcolonial ethic and his critique of
gay theorists such as Bersani might be
conflated with that tendentious di
chotomy, but he pleaded for a more com
plex and nuanced approach to scholarly
inquiry. one that docs not always work
within an oppositional or exclusionary
frame. In other words, Gundermann gave
credit to the theoretical and political sig
nificance ofBersani ' sand Jackson's work
for his own project. while at the same
time pointing out the limitations ofsome
of their theoretical models.

Andrls Nadu is a graduate student in the
Department o/German Studies at Cornell.

••••••••
The German Colloquium series contin

ued with a paper presented by Arlene
Teraoka. titled "Detecting Ethnicity:
Jakob Arjouni and the Case of the Miss
ing German Detective Novel." In her
paper, Teraoka, Associate Professor at
the University of Minnesota, discussed
the history of the detective novel and
pointed out that one of the most success
ful examples of the genre, featuring the
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figure of the hardboiled pj., had been
curiously absent from German represen
tations of detectives until Jakob Aljouni
created the Turkish-German p.i. "Kemal
Kayankaya."

Instead of highly individualistic. ag
gressive social outsiders such as "Phillip
Marlowe," the German genre had for the
most part created figures such as "Der
rick" who remain non-violent state em
ployed guarantors of social stability. In
terrogating the cultural and social impli
cations of this vast difference. Teraoka
argued that there was an uneasiness with
a German hardboiled pj. because the
sadistic and destructive tendencies that
these figures usually display evoke threat
eningassociations with German fascism.
This, then, might explain why the first
successful hardboiled p.i. in German,
when he emerged, was actually depicted
as Turkish-German, since he would de
flect those anxieties already on the basis
of his ethnicity.

As Teraoka showed, however, the
ethnicity of neither the figure nor the
author are clear cut and remain points of
contention and investigation. Kayankaya
is an investigator whose identity and le
gitimacy both as detective and as "Turk
with a German passport" is continuously
put into question. Presenting discourses
surrounding Arjouni's own ethnicity
(which had been wrongly presumed to be
the same as his protagonist's), Teraoka
exposed an analogous ongoing obses
sion with detecting and fixing identities
outside of the novels. She thus suggested
a fundamental link between the "prob
lem of ethnicity and the project of the
private detective." Seen from this per
spective, the lack of transgressive
hardboiled pj.' s in German detective fic~

tion testifies. according to Teraoka. to a
lack of a notion of ethnicity that allows
for the existence of ambiguity and
undefinability. Ultimately, the figure of
Kayankaya is thus remarkable not be
cause he is Turkish-German but because
he embodies a still delegitimate, pro
vocatively fluid ethnicity.
The following discussion was lively and

touched on a variety of issues. Alexander
Sager inquired about audience reception
and the paradox of the success of an

"anomalous" ethnic ~ubject position. Pe
ter Gilgen and Peter Hohendahl raised
further possible connections of Arjouni
to the history of German detective fic
tion. LeslieAdelson welcomed Teraoka' s
use of the concept of "legitimacy" in
stead of "identity" when approaching
questions of ethnicity and asked her to
address the methodological implications
of such a move.

Yasemin Yaldiz is a graduate student in the
Department ofGerman Studies at Cornell.

••••••••

Richard Schal!/er at reception

Making a funher contribution to the
vigorous Holocaust debate at Cornell was
Richard Schaefer's colloquium presen
tation titled "Setting the Tenns ofMoum
ing: Karl Jaspers and the Question of
German Guilt." Beginning in a meta
critical register, Schaefer, graduate stu
dent in the Department of HislOry. sur
veyed the general problem confronting
contemporary reflections on the Nazi
phenomenon. There is. in a sense, no
room for meditative responses to the
Holocaust such as Jaspers' essay in con
temporary debates insofar as they are
often driven by a basic epistemological
ethos of mastering the causality as well as
the causal conditions of the historical
event. In other words, by the very way
cenain basic questions are posed in the
debate, these very same questions have
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predetermined the nature of their own
answers. The point that Schaefer raises is
one thai he views as primary to the ques
tion not only of writing history but also of
thinking it. A reconfiguration of the
epistemological schema is called for, if
we are to write a history which does not
foreclose the possibility ofthat very same
history resisting the demands that we
place on it as hislOrians. As such, rather
than thetically imposing a language upon
Jaspers' text. Schaefer places the texts'
own conccpts and ideas into a dynamic
matrix of mutual resonance, a constella
tion.
Denying causality as the overriding con

cern for historiographical practice,
Schaefer turns to Jaspers' text asking
only what "situation it achieves." Here,
Schaefcr himself enters into a dialogue
with the text 'under examination' in the
sole hope of establishing the lruth that it
speaks in a constellation of a history of
concepts which "exceeds their genealo
gies and specific deployment. and conse
quently, exceeds also those historical
accounts that seck to chart these under
the heading ofa history of ideas," In this
light. Schaefer pursues the intemal ten
sions of the text produced by Jaspers'
implicit and explicit concepts of guilt,
memory. and community, As Schaefer
notes, forming the empirical h.istorical
backdrop of Jaspers' ''Die Schuldfrage"
("The Question of German Guilt..) was
the preparations for the Numburg trials,
at which, in a sense, all of German iden
tity would also be on triaL In writing his
essay. Jaspers was attempting to gain
public support for the trials, however, his
very own'address to the German nation.'
so to speak, is directed less at an anatomy
of what has happened than at a dialoguc
of what is happening-because some
tbine has happened: "Rather than postu
lating how Germany evolved into the
Third Reich, Jaspers' emphasis seems to
be on the problem of repressive commu
nities more generally and how such com
munities efface dialogue and difference,"
Spanning the terms ofguill. memory and
community, Schaeferargues, are the terms
of suffering and loss which Jaspers con
fronts in his call for moral reflection,
Faced with the trauma that communal
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German identity inflicted upon itself, Jas
pers attempts to articulate a means of
confronting the collective problem of
real guilt ttlrough the vast differences
between personal experiences during the
Nazi regime. These differences are real,
but real only insofar as the guilt too is
real. Though, as Schaefercites Dominick
LaCapra, the post-War sense of loss and
the suffering had a tendency "10 obscure
the problem of Jewish victims who were
nOl valued recipients of emotion:' The
value of Jaspers' text as a moment for
historical reflection, then, is not so much
as a conclusive address to all the moral
questions raised by the Holocaust, but
merely, and perhaps most importantly, as
a mere attempt to raise those questions.

John Kim is a graduate student in the Depart
ment ofGerman Studies at Cornell.

••••••••

The queslion of Holocaust memory re
turned with the next colloquium speaker,
Michael Rothberg, an assistant profes
sor of English at the University of Miami
and the Fall 19981GCS Visiting Fellow.
His presenta-
tion, titled "On
the Interdi
sciplinarity of
the Extreme:
Traumatic Re
alism and the
Nazi Geno
cide," explored
the epistemo
logical organi
zation of the
Holocaust stud
ies, noting that one problem dominant in
the field is figured in ambivalence of the
term "interdisciplinatity." The Nazi geno
cide was an "interdisciplinary" project
enlisting the expenise and suppon from
diverse branches of knowledge across
the natural and human sciences. By the
same token, the "study of the Holocaust
has also necessarily been interdiscipli
nary." The work of thinking or repre
senting the Nazi genocide has distributed
itselfacross the disciplinary boundaties
from history, psychology, philosophy to

literary studies, While knowledge pro
duced in one field does find its way to

another field, Rothberg argues that such
communication remains the exception,
though the transmission of knowledge is
the very foundation upon which Holo
caust studies is premised as an "interdis
ciplinary" project.

Taking the fractured analomy of this
field to task, Rothberg identifies two
dominant tendencies which have driven
the Holocaust discussion both in and out
side of academia: normalizing and anti
normalizing discourses. Whereas nor
malizing discursi ve practicesseek to bring
to the fore the quotidian aspects of life
under the threat of murder, anti-normal
izing or anti-representational practices
oppose the notion of any representation
as adequate to the nature ofthe pure event
called the Holocaust. Rothberg holds
that, while such a simple division belies
the heterogeneous nature of Holocaust
studies, it also reveals the way in which
the problem of representation is, in a
sense,~ problematic of Holocaust stud
ies, In other words, to what extent can a
realist or anti-realist discourse meet its
very own promise of aniculating an

"event" without
foreclosing other
possibilities of
thought? Neces
sarily tied to the
question of repre
senting the geno
cide is, of course,
thebasicepislemo
logical problem of
pulling too much in
one direction tothe
exclusion of the

other - that is. to be either too nonnalizing
or anti-normalizing 10 the extent that one
is effaced in the face ofthe other. Rothberg
argues that this tension, or disjunction, is
exemplified in studies such as Lawrence
Langer's Holocaust Testimonies: The
Ruins ojMemory and Tzvetan Todorov's
Facing_the Extreme: Moral Ufe in the
Concentration Camps. The Langer work
takes an anti-normalizing stance in its
allempl to present the concentrationary
uni verse as beyond all quotidian forms of
cognition. However, as Rothberg nOles,
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Langcr is at odds with the very represen
tational nature of the victims' testimo
nies and memoirs which he employs to
argue for the basic impossibility of recu
perating their experiences through repre
sentation. For Langer, first person repre
sentationcircumvents the problemofrep
resentation. As a counterpoint to this
work, Rothberg cites come of the ques
tions of representation that haunt
Todorov's Facing the Extreme.
Todorov's work, also based on testimo
nial aCCQUnts of concentrationary life,
attempts to establish the continuity be
tween the extreme and the everyday in
order to demonstrate that, despite the
extreme dehumanization of life in the
camps, aspects of everyday social life
continued. Rothberg argues that in tak
ing to task what life means when ';facing
the extreme" his normalizing tendencies
threaten to tum away from the very ex
treme and singular nature of that "Life."
In brief, both Langer and Todorov are
unable to control the borders which their
readings impose on survivors' testimo
nies.

In view of the foreclosures of thought
that either position enacts, Rothberg pro
poses an ethical stance vis-ll.-vis the his
torical "event" or "objecl" of the Holo
caust under the sign of "traumatic real
ism," a concept made current by Hal
Fostcr's influcntial book The Return of
the Real. He argues that it is not enough
to reconceptualize the camp world but 10
TCconccptualize the epi stcmologicaltools
by which it is thought. Under "traumatic
realism." Rothberg argues for a
reconfiguration of the putative disjunc
tion between the normalizing and the
anti-normalizing, the realist and the anti
realist, the everyday and the
concentrationary such thai each criss
crosses the other in a stance which main
tains the panicular forms of conceptual
openness available in both. The possi
bilities of this reconfiguration is exem
plified in Ruth KlUger's memoir weitu
leben: £ine Jugend. Here, Rothberg
focuses in on the imagery of barbed wire
which KlUger employs to pry open '1he
multiplicityofrelations within the camps
and between victims and their non-vic
timized contemporaries" rather than us-
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ing it as a stereotypical vehicle for "in
dexing the Holocaust." In her memoir,
KlUger recounts how she and her mother
had attempted to give woolen socks
through the barbed wi re to another mother
and daughter pair who had just arrived at
the camp next to theirs. However, the
socks were caught in the height of the
wire, left there dangling long after those
other women had come and gone. In
what would otherwise be just a pathos
laden moment. KlUger"represents a situ
ation in which proximity and distance
coexist." Rothberg underscores the
polysemia of relations that these socks
attain in that moment of dangling from
the wire. Such minimal moments syncre
tize, in asense, the overwhelming totality
of relations cuning across and envelop
ing concentrationary and everyday life
a moment which is at once traumatic and
realist, in the double sense of anything
which could be thought under the sign of
the real.

John Kim is <J gradual!! slud!!,., in 11r!!

D!!partm!!nt o/Gurrwn Studju at Corn.e/l.
H!! is also gradual!! stud!!", coordiMtor for
Ih!! N!!....sl!!lt!!r.

••••••••

Reversing chronology in the sequence
ofcolloquium talks to focuson the begin
ni ng ofa different century-the textually
rich, though often neglected, thineenth
Alexander Sager presented his paper,
"Fremdiu wunder: Counly Love. Social
ization, and Sin in Wolfram von
Eschenbach's Titurel," at the final collo
quium of the fall semestcr. While
Wolfram's Parzival and Will!!holm have
attracted considerable scholarly attention,
Titurel scholarship has generally skined
close readings of Ihis particular text to
make conclusions about the text's frag
mentary status. conjectured dates ofcon
ception. and to a lesser degree, internal
ization ofcounly ideals by the main pro
tagonist-lovers, Sigune and Schiona
tulander.

Sager, a graduate student in German
Studies who is finishing his doctoral wort.
at Cornell this year, seeks to focus more
closely on issues of internalization and

socializationofthe two childrenor young
adults in Wolfram's text, particularly as
these processes relate to "implications
for notions of sin and culpability-as
well as counly critique." Drawing on
discourse from such disperale sources as
Klein, Boethius. Aristotle, Hegel, and
Heidegger, Sager weaves an interpreta
tion resonating with openness and yet
amazingly well-integrated to consider the
inculpation of both Sigune's and
Schionatulander's socialization in the
fatal outcome of textual events.
Presenting Sigune' s immediate relation

ship 10 the literary language of counly
love as it is used in textual descriptions of
Sigune's physical developmcnt into a
counly woman. Sager draws on Augus
tinian and Bocthian ontological concepts
to designate "Sigune's relationship to
text a 'substantial' one...a relationship
that reveals no difference between lan
guage and body." This is in contrast to
Schiona-tulander' s"accidenlal" relation
ship to text orto literary language, which
he has interiorized by observing his older
cousin Gahmuret's "swainish" behavior.
Unlike Sigune, Schionatulander "be
comes. not counly discourse iU~lf, but
wi$e about counly discourse." The dif
ferent socializ.ation processes of the two
young people impact interpretations of
bo(h gender roles and culpability in the
text, according to Sager. As he writes,
"any question of Sigune's motives will
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always be dogged by the obtrusive sense
ofsociety's prior motives for Sigune, and
any discussion of her capricious e~ces

siveness must be relativized both by the
te~t' sown relentless orchestration ofdis
cursive e~cess around the courtly female.
and by an e~amination of Schionatu
lander's own character and complicity."

An entertaining discussion benefiting
from Sager's infonnative and often anec
dotal answers. followed a brief introduc
tion to his paper, which he is currently in
the process of revising for publication.
One participant concluded thai Sager's
cautious use of Hegel in his interpretation
could be well expanded. while others
encouraged a wider consideration of the
methodological and scholarly implica
tions of examining socialization in
Wolfram's text- for example. as this
relates to Sigune's playing with dolls.
which Sager interprets as "transitional
objects" a la Klein. Forthose who missed
Sager's analytically solid and refresh
ingly sharp and witty presentation, he
will be presenting his dissertational re
search on Slavicorientalism in medieval
texts at a Mellon Seminar at Cornell in
March. In addition, we look forward to
many more infonnative colloquia with
their welcomed opportunities for schol
arly exchange after the winter break.-

MariIHth Po/hill is a graduate student in the
Depanment ofGerman Studies al Cornell.

••••••••

(Ambassador. cominuedfrom page 3)

bershipsofSlovania and the Baltic States,
Chrobog once again underscored thai
"NATO enlargement and European en·
largement go hand in hand.
Concurrent with the new North Atlantic

alliance is also a new partnership with
Russia, In light of its current economic
crisis, Chrobog said that we cannot af
ford a destabilized Russia since this has
already shown to have an immense im
pact on "our own regime," that our inter
ests in their stabilization are, in fact, "very
selfish." Facing "the challenges of to·
morrow" will mean a cooperation with
Russia on "a wide range of issues,"

By outlining the global problems that
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face us in the future - disputes over
national resources, Ihe threatened envi
ronment, civil war, overpopulation and
especially the fight against poverty 
Chrobog indicated that posing these prob
lemsjointly will much enhance the pros
pect of arriving at solutions.

In closing, the ambassador addressed
the GermanlUS relationship more spe
cifically by way of global economics.
referring to the recent giant mergers of
Random House/Bertelsmann and
ChryslerlDaimler Benz. He pointed to
the 6(K),OCHJ jobs German companies are
presently providing in U, S. manufactur
ing, indicating that such interdependence
is essential to economic survival.
Chrobog's concluding remarks focused
on the need, as the world grows increas
ingly smaller, to "look outward rather
than inward." On this point. he chided
the U. S. for remaining too focused on'
internal affairs. There is much to be
done, Chrobog concluded. but he was
confident that in light of their "shared
common values." the GermaniAmerican
alliance would continue its "success story
into the 21" century."

In the generous question-and-answer
session following the talk, the majorityof
questions aimed at the Ambassador in
quired into the specifics of the issues he
had raised, ranging from the role of the
EU Central Bank in the upcoming mon·
etary union (Chrobog insisted that while
the Central Bank was in fact located in
Frankfort. it is and would remain as inde
pendent as the American Fed) to the
problem of the decline of the German
language (to which Chrobog responded
that this trend might besuccessfullycoun
teracted by opening up German universi
ties more towards the western nations).
President Rawlings questioned Ihe Am
bassador on Europc's slow reaction to
the Bosnia and Kosovo crises, to which
Chrobog gave a detailed response, em·
phasizing that in Germany's case. the
need to copc with the recent reunification
was to blame. Speaking for the EU as a
whole, Chrobog cited a lack of leadership
and preparedness to take risks, and espe
cially the reluctance to endanger troops,
as playing a large role. For our ranks.
Leslie Adelson picked up on his main

theme of integration in order to inquire
into Germany' s politics ofethnic integra
tion, specifically with regard to
Germany's Turkish residents. Chrobog
began his response by emphasizing that
Germany, too, had becomea multicultural
society into which the German Turks
were "almost assimilated." While con
ceding that difficulties still remained in
integrating the large Turkish-Moslem
population into Germany (pointing out
that Berlin was now, after Istanbul and
Ankara, the third largest Turkish city in
the world). and after addressing briefly
the problems of granting citizenship. he
stated that the Turks were guaranteed the
same basic rights as German citizens, and
thai they enjoyed equality on the job
market. having proven themselves to be a
hard-working people prepared to do the
jobs that many Germans were not. He
emphasized that there was "no discrimi
nation" vis-a.-vis the Turkish population
in the public sphere, and that problems
integrating these people arc in part due to
the internal strife, citing the hostilities
between Kurds and Turks carried out on
German soil. Chrobog then referred to
the "underdog phenomenon one has in all
societies, hooliganism," naming specifi
cally the Skinheads as responsible for
Germany's bad repulation in this area,
while emphasizing that the government
was doing everything possible to prevent
these isolated assaults in its sincere effort
to help integrate the Turks into German
society as quickly as possible.
A follow-up reception on the sixth floor

of the Johnson Art Museum, offering
hOTS d'oeuvres. wine. and a magnificent
view. coincided most appropriately with
the uplifting spirit of the Ambassador's
talk.•

Eva Reeves is a graduate student in th~

Department ofGerman Studies al Cornell.

••••••••
(Dischertit . continued from page 4)

place followed by a dinner reception.
The next day Dischereit read transla

tions oftwo of heressays in English at the
A.D. White House. She began with "A
Very Young Girl Meets Nelly Sachs."
which describes Jewish Jjfe in Germany
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in the I960s. In this autobiographical
essay, Dischereitsketches the atmosphere
of postwar Germany from the perspec
tive of a young Jewish girl. The essay
culminates with a scene in which the
author and her mother watch Nelly Sachs
on television rcceive a standing ovation
from a German public on the occasion of
accepting the Friedenspreis des
Deutschen Buchhandels in 1965. The
poignancy of this scene lies in the con
trast between the author's family's isola
tion and the public recognition given to
the German-Jewish writer. In the second
essay she read, "In the Shadow of My
Holy Country," Dischereit takes thc fifti
eth anniversary of the founding of the
State of Israel as an occasion to address
questions ofJewish idcntity. Sheexplores
her conflicted feelings toward both Israel
and Germany. In characteristic fashion,
Dischereit carefully compares the rela
tionship of different ethnic, national, and
religious groups to the two states. In the
end, she provocatively questions the no
tion of diaspora, and suggests that Jews in
Germany might have more in common
with other minority groups in Germany
than with Israeli Jews. At the same time,
she refuses to equate different groups
simplistically or to erase the power dif
ferentials between them. A reception fol
lowed the reading during which the audi
ence had the opponunity to talk infor
mally with the author.·

••••••••
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(OAAD . cQtl/iTluedjrom page 5)

serve the entirety of the growing city of
the then one million inhabitants. As the
geographical 'ground-zero,' it helped
foster a new way of thinking about the
city in terms of an urban space--a space
10 be mapped and planned~rather than
in terms ofa mega-village. Such a shift in
think.ing about space carries over into
present plans for the Potsdamer Platz as a
cosmopolitan cultural center which some
critics accusc of Americanization. Inso
far as a Sony Entenainment Center is one
of the cornerstone projects of the revival
of the fonner city center, such accusa
tions would seem warranted (though Sony
is a Japanese finn). However, as Otto
reflects, that which is usually dismissed
as ugly American architecture is actually
a pan of a more complicated interna
tional historical development in which
Americans learned the principles of
'American architecturc' from ground
breaking German architects such as Mies
van der Rohe who in the 1920's had
planned to build a skyscraperof glass and
steel in the middle of Berlin. As such, it
is never really clear what is meant by
"American," for it could very well be
"German," or it could quite simply be
something which undermines the very
notion of a national style.

This theme of national differentiation
carried over into the next speaker's talk
which sketched out the linesof pcrcei ved
basic differences between Gennany and
the States in the pop-literary imagina
tion. Taking the Karl May phenomenon
to task in his talk titled "Karl May and the
Imaginary America of the Germans,"
Jeffrey Sammons, professor of German
at Yale University. presented a reading of
May in terms of the birth of anti-Ameri
can sentiment still strong today in thc
German political left and right. May, a
writer of popular fiction recounting his
supposed adventures in the American
West, is a little known figure in the United
States despite his ovelWhelming popu
larity in German speaking countries. So
widespread are his texts, that one could
even venture to say that May is required
reading for any German youth. With equal
measures of academic criticism and dry
wit, Sammons argued that May's tales

have largely shaped the German percep
tion of the Unitcd Statcs as a land of
absolute capitalist greed, which has ma
niacally wiped out the idyHic way of life
of the Native American. While the Na
tive American genocide is without adoubt
a real fact of American history, the Gcr
man version thereof seems to speak more
10 German fantasies of their own moral
superiorily than to true empathy for a
figure which never really existed-i.e.
the 'noble savage' of the American Wesl.
Drawing a tight connection between the
May phcnomenon and thc rise ofGerman
nationalism, Sammons humorously
pointed out the ways in which May's text
attempts to essentialize the cultural dif
ferences between the Slates and Ger
many, for example, through Ihe Ameri
can lack of the sense of "Gcmiit." This
concept, which is so dear to some under
standings of German identity but which
signifies nothing other than a high strung
metaphysical culturalism, is held by May
as the essence of good--Gennans have
it, Austrians have it, Indians have it, but
Americans don't have it. Because both
Indians and German speakers have it, and
because the evil Amcrican is so bent on
destroying the Native American, Ger
man-speakers sit on a common cultural
axis with thc Native American against
the Amcrican capitalists. So goes May's
logic. As ridiculous as the underlying
logic of the tales appear to German read
ers oftoday despite their continuing popu
larity, the same mode of thought present
in them seems to inform longstanding
anti-American attitudes as expressed in
accusations of American moral corrup
tion, environmental disregard, and cul
lural vacuity. In the end, Sammons turns
May on his head to demonslrate that the
only consislent reading of May available
would be one which reads him as an
expression of Gennan insecurities over
national identity.
The qucstion of German mcial identity

was put directly on the table in the next
talk by Heide Fahrenbach, professor of
History at Emory University. Her talk
titled "Rethinking 'Racc' after National
Socialism: German Reconstruction and
the 'Problem' of African Amcrican Oc
cupation Children" addressed the pre-
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carious status of Afro
Germans in the post~

war period. Being for
the most part the prod
ucts of sexual relations
between Afro-Ameri
can soldiers and Ger
man women, thesechil
dren were stigmatized
more than their white
counterparts as visible
signs of the American
occupation forces 'oc
cupying'morethanjust
the territory of postwar
Germany-somuchthe
case that the designa
tion of 'American oc-
cupation child' became synonymous with
children of 'mixed race.' As Fahrenbach
argued, these chi Idren were excluded from
any fX)ssibility of being treated just as
any other child would, in that from the
outset they were regarded as children of
Black American paternity rather than of
German maternity. This is particularly
problematic in regard to the way in which
children of White American paternity
were, for the most part, treated as if they
were German-whatever 'German' may
mean in this case. At its extreme point,
the sentiment that these children were
'foreign' extended so far that programs
were established to send them 'back
home' to the States where, it was pre
sumed, they would be able to have a
'normal' development with people of
their own 'race.' As could be expected,
the children generally only felt massive
cultural dislocation when in the United
States since they could neither speak the
language nor cope very well with domes
tic discrimination which, by any stan
dard, far outstripped any racist experi
ence in Germany. Eventually the severity
of American racism caused the German
government to unilaterally end such pro
grams, not their effons however to rid
themselves ofthe perceived 'problem' of
the 'Mischlinge,' as they were officially
classified, by sending them to Scandina
vian countries which had fewer problems
with discrimination than the US or Ger
many. So widespread was thepcrception
that occupation children were a potential
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J~ffr~y Sammons allh~ podium

social problem that in 1952 a slick Holly
wood style film was released which took
up the issue as its slOry. ''Toxi, die
Geschichte eines Mulattenkindes" por
trayed the life of a little girl named Toxi.
the daughter of Black American father
and a German mother. Abandoned al the
house ofa well-Io-do German family, the
story traces her day to day life dealing
wilh the racism she confronts as well as
the family's 'struggles' to make her fit
into the larger society. In the end, how
ever, the father returns as if from no
where to reclaim his daughter and take
her 'back home' to the United States.
Reading the film from a sociological per
spective, Fahrenbach fX)inted out thai the
star of the film, Elfi Viegen, who herself
was an occupation child, had eventually
changed her name to Taxi because she
had identified with her fictionalized life
so much. It gave a kind of recognition to
her life which her real daily life denied.
Fahrenbach argued that this film stands
in a larger social dynamic which was still
at the threshold of truly confronting the
legacy of Ihe social politics of the Nazis.
Though she is less than sanguine to the
real possibilities for rethinking race that
the mediation the film was 10 afford.

The DAAD Weekend moved from the
dead serious to the slapstick comic wilh
another film, Billy Wilder's "One, Two,
Three," a comedy starring Cagney Lacey
as an authoritarian executive of Coca
Cola in a divided Berlin. The evening
film screening was followed the next day

by a presentation by
Yvonne Houy, graduate
student at Cornell's De
partmentofGerman Stud
ies. In this 1961 film,
whose fast pace tempo
could even outrun that of
Oliver Stone's Natural
BQrn Killers, the grave
political realitYQftheCQld
War is transformed into a
comic three-way tug-of
war between overly ste
reotypical figures of
hyper-obedient Germans
whQ cannot manage to
shake their Nazi era thirst
fQr authQrity; ugly and

dull-wilted Russians drunk with vodka;
and greedy and calculating Americans
Qut tQ sell Coca-Cola to the thirsty ex
Nazis and the vodka wasted Russians.
The hitch of this tug-Qf-war is Qf course
the youth, the future that the CQld War is
depending Qn, except that this future is no
more intelligcnt than the present. The
Coca-CQla executive is asked 10 take in
Ihe daughter-a teenage 'SQUlhern
Belle'-of his boss. Eager for a promo
tiQn he naturally Qbliges. Running wild
in Berlin, the girl falls in love with a
young and overzealQus communist ideo
logue from East Berlin. With hcr interest
in shopping and boys and his living fQr
the day Qf glQbal revQlution. the Cold
War is played Qut in a series ofone-liners
and fast-paced innuendoes as the Coca
Cola executive tries to conven the YQung
communist inlo a respectable capitalist
Qvernighl befQre his boss arrives for a
visit to pick up his daughter. As Houy
explained, this film was made at [he height
of the Cold War at a time when the
political climatcchanged daily. The pro
duction plans even had tQ be rewritten
because the Wall went up during filming,
and all access tQ the East was suddenly
denied. Though Wilder claimed to have
no message in mind other than entenain
ment. Houy argues Ihal this cannot be
taken at face value in lightofthe ultimate
valQrization Qf SQme clements over oth
ers, fQr example, the communisl ideo
logue is cQnvened in the cnd 10 a good
capitalist son with a future at Coca-Cola,
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Inc. However, the true value of the film
lies perhaps in the way it pokes fun at the
belligerence of both sides of the Iron
Curtain by representing the motives for
their mutual aggression to be more akin
to the trials of puberty than that of politi
cal brinkmanship. Yet, as Houy argued,
this film basically endorses the political
situation that it satirizes. Houy related
this fast paced back-and-forth between
the opposing sides to the Kracauer and
Benjamin's notion of "Zerstreuung" or
distraction. She argued that this film is,
by virtue of its unusual tempo. an exem
plar of "Zerstreuung" but perhaps more
importantly. an exemplar of a political
aesthetic of "Zerstreuung." As Houy
explained, this concept expresses the
notion that filmoondenses time in such a
way that disparate objects of perception
are brought into one space-time con
tinuum, thus producing new meanings
from quotidian objectivity. In this aes
thetics of distraction, meanings are
reconfigured, and their reconstitution
assaults the viewer with a barrage of
images which cannot be sorted out in any
one sitting. The danger, of course, is that
nothing but the status quo is left at the end
of the film: one would have only been
distracted for an hour or two. While this
film docs throw the seriousness of the
Cold War up against the rational clarity
of good satire, it also leaves us standing
where we were once before-with nuclear
missiles pointed at each other while we
'enjoy Coca-Cola.'

The theme of making the hand of
America reach across thc globe through
'Coca-colonization' gave way to the
themeofthe impossibility ofever finding
America even while at the shores of the
continent. Susan Gustafson, professor
of German at the University of Roches
ter, gave the DAAD Weekend a Lacanian
look at Kafka's Amerika, a.k.a. 1&r
Verschollene. In her presentation titled
"Watching the Subject Disappear and the
Impossibility of (fransatlantic) Dialog
in Kafka's America:' Gustafson argued
that Kafka's notion of subjectivity is un
derpinned by the larger notion of the
subject as a subject under erasure. Tak
ing the central theme of Kafka's tale of
Karl, an immigrant to the United States
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who is forever waiting to arrive in the
country. Gustafson focuses on the way in
which Kafka's subject. almost by defini·
tion, can never arrive, for he himself is
never that which he has always taken
himself to be. In one moment of the text,
Karl views the little boats ferrying pas
sengers from the ocean liner to the shore.
As his tum comes 10 enter Americaon the
little boats. he sees himself in eclipse as
he can no longer see himself from the
deck from which he once observed the
little boats filled with passengers. Now
on one of the lillie boats-that is, in that
space of pure transition-he no longer
knows who he supposedly was all along
and thus knows too much ofwhal he 'is,'
the nothingness of his subjectivity.
Gustafson relates this evaporation of the
putative substance of subjectivity to the
Lacanian notion of the stain of the Real
and in particular in regard to the notion of
seeing yourself outside of yourself. In an
engaging and entertaining demonstration
ofthis difficult notion. Gustafson invited
one ofthe conference partici pants to stand
at the podium where she was speaking
and look back at the chair on which the
participant was once sitting. "You now
see yourself as you once were," declared
Gustafson. "you were from the begin
ning nothing but the emptiness of that
now empty chair." In a moment which
invoked much comic laughter. Gustafson
drove home the force of her Lacanian
thesis on Kafka with the very visible
demonstration of what it means to be a
subject: to know yourself as nelhing. On
this line, she argued for the larger philo
sophical tradition of esse 1!Sf percipi (to
be is to be perceived) founded by Berke
ley and followed up, in a certain sense. by
Lacan. Whether such an ontologizing
thesis is tenable was less her concern than
the fact Ihal certain forms of ontology as
figured undcr thc term 'subjectivity' can
only be thought ofin terms ofspecularity.

Gustafson brought an appropriate con
clusion to the DAAD Weekend in pulling
the terms of subjectivity into the hiatus of
identity which the entirety of the confer
ence sought with each panicipant doing
scin his or her own way. In moving from
military politics. literary imagination,
architecture. to film. the conference found

the possibility of creating a brief space
for true dialogue, where dialogue does
not mean agreement or exchange but
rather creative tension and intellectual
friendship. So high were the spirits at the
end ofthe day.thatoneparticipant 'threat
ened' the organizer Anette Schwan:
"We'll be back:' •

John Kim

••••••••
(Ekctions - contin~dfrom page 6)

for the political trends, Schirmer pointed
out that centric forces might be more
telling for the future.

Although Peter Katzenstein (Govern
ment) saw the results ofthe election as an
hisloric opportunity for the SPD to move
towards an absolute majority like the
CDU did in the '50s. he described him·
self as less optimistic than Lowell. He
explained his cautious pessimism as his
purview ofa candidate without a position
- having made no significant plans or
policies - and without the requisite party
suppon to overcome institutional ob
stacles. Obviously. the power struggle
with Oskar Lafontaine for position in the
party is the most corrosive currem under
mining Schroder's quesl for party sup
pon, but Katzenstein went on to claim
that comparisons with the election of
Tony Blairin England arc moot because.in
comrast to SchrOder. Blair had won the
party. Katzenstein found further cause
for caution concerning the radical Right.
Although Katzenstein shared Schinner's
surprise at the poor showing of the radi
cal Right. he attributed the arithmetical
deception 10 the PDS absorption of some
of the rightwing protest vote. Therefore,
the veling potential for the radical Right
still exists. Quickly, Katzenstein con
verted his comments to conjecture upon
likely outcomes to salient questions. He
predicted that the grand coalition thai the
public wants would not materialize. Al
though it TUns contrary to public opinion,
he sees the failure with an unequivocally
positive valence, because it will force the
CDU to regenerate itself. At the time of
the roundtable discussion. he did not see
anything in the near future that would
serve as a real kick to the political pro-
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cess. Rather, in the next 10-15 years, he
said, when the kids are getting rich in the
East, thcre could comc a real kick from
the Right.
After Professor Katzenstein's presenta

tion, Jonas Pontusson (Government)
opened the discussion to questions from
the audience. The discussion was domi
nated by Sidney Tarrow's question con
cerning the comparison of Gennany's
coalition conundrum to Italy. He askcd
the panel to consider how Gennany
might be following the Italian example,
in that the relation of the majority to the
minority is predicated upon an unpre
dictable minority party that is far to thc
left of the majority. Professor Tarrow
suggested that in Italy the very survival
of the parliament depended on the
unpredictabilty of thc far Left that might
be tenned an internal incoherence.·

Franz Peter HugdtJhl is agradlUlJe oftuthnl in
tM Depanment ofGerman Studieof at Cornell.

••••••••

(CoUoquium . continued from page 6)

MicMlle Duncan

adopted to solve an "impassc" created by
the lack of concretc policy options. The
Nazis were nOI restructuring society as
radically as they had hoped, and thus
implemented the campaign for racial in
doctrination, intended to convince the
population that "human breeding is not
an innate right," but ultimately the cam
paign was ambiguous, because disabled
"Aryans' were still "Aryans." From its
inception:' Koonz concluded. "the pub
licity intended to popularize eugenic pu
rification also exposed the central incon-
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sistencies it was designed to mask."
On March 27. Cornell graduate student

Michelle Duncan presented a paper en
titlcd "Undressing Becthoven's
'Fidelio.''' Duncan's project was to ad
dress bourgeois opera within the context
ofcontemporary ideas about gender roles,
which she contended were in nux at the
time of Beethoven's opera. Beethoven's
crucial role within Gennan Bourgeois
culture (the"heroic" Beethovendiscussed
by Scot Burnham) has led to the tcndency
among musicologists to treat the opera as
purely an expression of abstract humani
tarianism. Duncan argued that an aes
thetic analysis ofthe opera is not possible
without paying attention to its "sexual
subtcxts." The transvestitism of the hera
inc, Leonore, was subversive because it
disturbed the audience' s expectations of
sexual difference and thus threatened civi I
society. Since the opera's finale repeat~

edly stresses the triumph of hcterosexual
marriage, over what does it triumph?
Perhaps over the gender ambiguity rep
resented by Leonore. whose position in
"Fidelio" is nuid. She thus "queers" the
binary categories of sex and gender. Ho
moeroticism is enacted onstage, only to
be made invisible by the reassertion of
heterosexuality.
On April 17. Anton Kaes, professor of

Gennan studies at the University ofCali
fomia. Berkeley, presented a paper en
titled "Weimar Cinema and the Trauma
ofthe First World War." Kaes argued that
virtually all important Weimar fi Ims have
the trauma of the war as their subtext.
Kaes equated the trauma of the war with
shell shock, which infonned his discus
sion of the film '"The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari." He examined "Caligari" in the
context of wartime psychiatry. and al
leged that the film took a subversive
stand on the issue. The character of
Caligari embodied both the destructive
psychiatry which viewed all sufferers
from shell shock as "malingerers" and
the "benign" psychiatry associated with
psychoanalysis. Kaes noted the film's
anti-reaHst representation, which has "n
affinity to a madman' s disjoinled and
confused vision."lnlerestingly. Kaes ar
gued that the most important clement of
the film was not that authority, repre-

sented by Caligari, hypnotizes its sub
jects to commit mass murder, but that
these subjects are capable of escaping
hypnosis and disobeying orders. The film
was thus a critique of the use of film as
propaganda, and of the official represen
tation of the war."

Rachel Nu.ssbaum isa graduale student in the
Deparr~nt of History al Cornell.

••••••••
(City - continued from page 8)

hundred years, serving as a site devoted
to scientific observation. a visual linch
pin at the intersection of the new Parisian
boulevards, or as a tourist attraction,
among others. The degree to which the
edifice experienced one semiotic recon
struction after the other which ultimately
resulted in a type of semiotic diainage,
incited the surrealists to present the Tour
Saint-Jacques as the very architectural
emblem of emptiness--and ultimately it
may have been precisely its uselessness
that guaranteed its survival.
In '"The Architectural Nach-Bild; Vienna
and Hitler." Christian OUo (Cornell
University) explored the ways in which
Adolf Hitler responded to the architec
ture of Vienna. His plans to reconstruct
his hometown ofLinz as a cultural center
of a pan-Gennanic empire amounted to
outdoing Vienna on a larger scale. Parts
of Vienna, in particular the RingstraBc,
were to be copied, albeit on a larger scale.
while the Viennese features he
disliked-·such as the insufficient integra
tion of the Danube·-were to be avoided
by constructing an urban scenario de
signed to integrate Ihe river both as an
urban ornament and as a vantage point
from which to enjoy the new imposing
vistas of the city scape. Thus. the utopian
design of Linz bore many features com
monly associated with national socialist
architecture: the conviction that size mat
ters, the adherence to nineteenth-century
neoclassicism. and the desire to have
each edifice overpower and dwarf the
spectator.

"Metrocity," the presentation by Tom
Conley (Harvard), described itself as a
Proustian cartography of the subway.
Taking his cue from Derrida's medita-
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tion on the increasingly networked poslal
system as a harbinger of the collective
experience of city spaces, Conley pro
posed a reading of the subterranean ur
ban networks and their associated items.
such as subway tokens and manhole cov
ers, as harkening as far back as medieval
urban cartography. To recognize in the
T-shaped subway tokens echoes of the
old tricontinental maps of Asia, Africa
and Europe is 10 descend into the com
municative matrix ofthe"rnetrocity" with
its murmuring and its promise ofa collec
tive escape from the city spaces above.

The Saturday moming session was de

voted to the reading of three Spanish
cities. Madrid. San Sebastian and
Barcelona.Thetalk by Dieler Ingenschay
(Humboldt Universitat), "Bees al a Loss:
Images of Madrid (before and after) La
Colmena," centered on literary represen
tations of Madrid in Ihe Franco and
post-Franco eras. with special emphasis
on the literature of social realism and of
the "movida". Ingenschay concentrated
on the crucial movement in literature
associated with the literary invention of
Madrid with the analysis of texts such as
Antonio Munoz-Molina's Misterios de
Madrid and J.A. Manas's Historias del
Kronen. In some of the earlier instances,
the depiction of Madrid was character
ized by the use of the new metaphors
designed to thwan fascist censorship.
while in the later literature the ways in
which the city defies description points to
the more overall failurc of the scmiotic
project to gain control of urban space.
Tom Lewis (University of Iowa), "En

coding Donostia: Histories of War and
Ideologies of Oblivion," centered on the
depictions of San Sebastian, one of the
centers of the Basque liberation move
ment: in particular. on the tension arising
from the desire to reconcile independist
aspiration and the dream of a city of
peace and harmony as part of the enlight
enment. Lewis related the tension be
tween these conceptualizations and the
positions of the Spanish center and
left-of-center parties vis-a-vis the issue
of Basquc independence.

Joan-Ram6n Resina's (Cornell) "From
'Rose of Fire' to 'City of Ivory': Iconic
Dispute for Barcelona's Modem Iden-
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tity" was a detailed study of the ways in
which, following the uprisings of 1835,
1909 and 1936, the state indulged in
counter-revolutionary urban planning
aimed at removing rebellious memories
and precluding future unrest by creating
an urban setting that appeared to embody
either sober rationality or stifling monu
mentality. But although urban space is
filled up with simultaneous images that
defy the very history that went into their
constrUction. and enforced visual coher
ence is employed to conceal social con
fliCI, multiple readings of the production
of social space remain possible. The city.
and Barcelona in particular, allows and
demands multiple decodings: to recog
nize. for instance. that one of its purposes
is to function asagrid for the deployment
of government troops. is to confront its
subversive history; and to contemplate
the attempts to picture the
near-metaphysical conception of a city
that rises above its material base is to be
reminded of the materialities that make
up its identity.

The final session was dedicated to two
French authors who dealt in great detail
with the connection between city and
memory. In ''Exploring the City: Georges
Perec's Strategies of Allenlion,"
Karlheinz Stierle (Universitat Konslanz)
offered a close reading of the writings of
Georges Perec. Following in the tradition
that conceives of Paris as a veritable
school of perception. Perec's writings
frequently amount to repeated sets of
notation aimed at discerning the regulari
ties and irregularities within the orderly
chaos of urban life. As Stierle empha
sized, these rigorous exercizes in atten
tion do not restrict themselves to order
ing the multitude of items that happen to
cross the path of the observer, the very
horizon in which these metropolitan per
ceptions are located becomes a theme of
literature.

In "Albert Cohen-oMental Movements
and Retinal After-Images of the Urban
Spaces... Ottmar Ette (Universitat
Potsdam) linked the physiological pro
cesses oftheAfter-lmage orNachbifd--as
discussed by Goethe--and the neurologi
cal construction of images within the
observer's mind with Alben Cohen's lit-

erary usage ofthe after-image, especially
in his evocations of the lost enclaves of
Jewish culture of his youth. The discus
sion then centered on the troubling ques
tion as to what extent visible reminders in
the shape of monuments may serve to
retain or threaten memories of traumatic
hislorical events, such as the Shoah.
The conference ended with the keynote

address by David Harvey (Johns
Hopkins), "City Future Contained in City
Past." Taking issue with contemporary
theory's dismissal of utopian projects
and practices, Harvey outlined some pro
posals toward a spatiotemporaJ utopian
thinking that would preclude both the
authoritarianism thai lends to character
ize space-centered utopias as well as the
destructive potential oftemporally struc
tured utopias (like Adam Smith's
free-market model). Harvey presented
the novels of Balzac and their appropria
tion of Paris as a possible model for such
spaIiotemporal utopianism and proceeded
to defend the accomplishments of Man
as a critic of contemporary capitalism
whose analyzes and predictions are turn
ing out to be ever more accurate.

Many presentations elicited lively dis
cussion on the ways in which the modem
city reconfigures the connections belween
memory, history and practice, and on the
question if and to what degree authors
may still furnish depictions of the city
and its images thaI live up to the com
plexity of their subject matter. The diffi
culties appear to be related to the fact that
cities present a visual space that is in
creasingly a jumble of seemingly
ahistorical simultaneities devoid of any
discemable linear progress. Paradoxi
cally, cities defy the frequent attempts to
impose any kind of social orvisual coher
ence from above, but that is precisely
what makes them elude most aesthetic
renditions. The presentations will be
published in a volume edited by the con
ference organizers.•

SJwrin SMMssa ;s a graduau JludenJ in the
lkpanmenr of RofNUlu Studies al Cornell.
Grolfr~ Winthrop- Young ...·iII~ lGCS FeI
10.... in Fa/I 1999.
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(SalernOff - continued/rom page J)

tion is the position of necessary tension
out of which unfolds the critical work
which continues exhaustive research,
while signaling thai a new mode of
thought about Salomon may begin.

The symposium "The Aesthetics of
Catastrophe: Charlotte Salomon's Art and
History" held on Sunday, November 22,
1998 at the A.D. White House at Cornell
is indicative of the growing recognition
of the significance of her work as a text
of culture. Sponsored by the Institute for
Gennan Cultural Studies, the Women's
Studies Program, the
Society for the Humani
ties, the University Lee
turesCommiuee, and the
ProgramofJewish Stud
ies, the symposium fur
nished a staging ground
for the raising of issues
and a catalyst for debate.
The topic of Charlotte
Salomon's life and his
tory is of both unique
focus and extremely
broad resonance "ethi
cally, aesthetically, his
torically and theoreti
cally:' as event convener
Michael P. Steinberg
elucidated in his intro
duction. Prof. Steinberg.
History, Jewish Studies
and Gennan Studies, Cornell, opened the
symposium by introducing Salomon with
a briefbiographical sketch. Significantly,
he noted the fonnative influence and
consequential impact of the }udischer
Kulturbund in Berlin, a forcibly segre
gated artistic conglomeration compris
ing the vast wealth of German-Jewish
talent during the early years of Nazi Ger
many, and its director Kurt Singer, upon
the musical inter-artistic dimension of
Salomon's resulting work. Having left
behind the convulsions of Nazi Germany
in the south of France, familial traumas in
the fonn of the suicide of Charlotte's
grandmother led to Charlotte's discov
ery, through her grandfather, of a repeti
tive record of suicides in her family,
Believing this pattern to be a curse, Char
lotte was confronted with the choice of
continuing this family pattern ordisIllpt-
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ing the cycle with an extraordinary act. "
Leben? oder Theater?" a "life-saving",
sense-discerning project for Charlotte, is
a collection of 1300 goaches consisting
of image and lext which tell the story of
her life, family and cultural milieu through
an alter-ego.

As Professor Steinberg underlined, the
medium of the symposium brought to
gether four scholars forming a unique
combination. Including two renown
Salomon scholars who bring to bear his
torical work and two scholars who of-

fered 10 tum to the topic especially for
this event, this association fused ongoing
history and new perspectives,
Commencing the program was Griselda

Pollock, professor in the Department of
Fine Arts at the University of Leeds. The
author of Vision and Difference, she is a
figure of unparalleled importance, who
explores art history, feminist theory and
their interconnections. Professor Pollock
opened the day's program and the pre
sentation of her paper, "The Theater of
Memory; Trauma and Cure in the Work
ofCharlotte Salomon," with an unequivo
cal statement that the shadow ofthe Shoah
hangs over present-day encounters with
the work of Charlotte Salomon while
adding that "we must not confuse the
artwork Leben? Oder Theater? with the
terrible trajectory recounted."

For Pollock, the precipitating

overdetemtined condensation of a range
offorces and personalities and the stnJggle
to find a way of being in the politically
intensified self-awareness of being Jew
ish and being a woman produced a pro
cess of avant-garde productivity to con
front the death rearing up against the
Jews and within her family, as passed
down the female Ii ne threatening her with
a self-destructive melancholia. As a
scholar who works against the art histori
cal Christological Van Gogh myth by
situating anists who are women within

the field of Modernity.
representation and differ
ence, her aim is to put the
genesis of Leben? oder
Theater? back into a his
tory shadowed bypainand
persecution yet enriched
by the still vivid promises
of a modemism similarly
outlawed in the terms of
degeneracy.

Pollock understands
Salomon's work as a me
morial geography of sub
jectivity which turns the
flow of events into a tab
leau through the staging
of the past, and as a work

of '"
Through familial dys-

function, Charlotte knot
ted together traumatic real death as resis
tance. aesthetically inflected imaginary
art, and the matemally inscribed text.
into what Lacan tcnoed the "sinthome";
fusing archaic symptom with the artisti
cally invented, fabricated self. What Pol
lock tenos a talking, singing cure which
stages a contest between spaces of the
nightmare and death and those of life and
sexuality. is here read as a feminine fan
tasiaofsubjecti vity which defends against
gendered self-destructiveness, producing
an aesthetically impassioned dream space
for the representation of trauma and fa
milial dysfunction and a supplementary
means to create an absent coherence that
the name of the father that is lack.ing
should provide. This access to intense
jouissance is not autobiography, but the
narration of several women's lives.
Leben? oder Theater? as an invented
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fonn of analysis presents the final ehap
ter in the long history of an encounter
between psychoanalysis and Jewish
women's experience in modernity. Its
key message is that in order "to remem
ber the dead the dead have to be made to
remember."
In the stimulating discussion period that

ensued, ProCessor Dominick LaCapra.
History, Director of the Society for the
Humanities, Cornell. pointed to bereave
ment as grieving in its interiority. its
relation to mourning.and a~ a ritual and
social process. LaCapra then character
ized the early Benjamin as
resistant to mourning. with
the implication that work
ing-through in general is
inauthentic. given the shat
tering nature of trauma. In
some sense there is a valo
rization of melancholia. in
opposition to a working
through that inevitably
leads to kitsch and pseudo
transcendence. Ernst van
Alphen. Director of Com
munication and Education.
Boijmans van Beuningen
Museum, Rotterdam. char
acterized Pollock's use of
trauma as Lacanian. As the
unassimilable real. he ques
tioned how can such a uni-
versalist theory about the constitution of
subjectivity do justice to the specificity
of trauma such as the Holocaust and
familial suicide. Pollock responded by
enunciating the two fundamental trau
mas for Lacan.castration and loss ofloved
object. and then stressed that all trauma is
mimetic. and other traumas are derived
from the capacity to lapse back into these
two.

Ernst van Alphen,the author of Caught
by History.an examination of"Holocaust
effects" in literature and visual ans. was
the second presenteron the program. His
paper. "Giving Voice: CharloueSalomon
and Charlotte Delbo"contrasted the work
ofthese two woman utilizing an approach
centered around the mastering of trauma
through controlled narration. Delbogives
voice to the traumatic experience of
Auschwitz. by utilizing the rhetorical
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technique of apostrophe. where the first
person narrator is directed to a second.
unreal. which is not continguous with the
reader. For Delbo. those who are not
camp survivors cannot be directly ad
dressed, as they inhabit a different world
exterior to the temporal transgression of
traumatic reenactment. and thus cannot
understand. Though this narrative reen
actment of trauma isolates the reader who
is presented with a traumatic subject that
can't be reached. this narrative strategy
connects the women in the work. together
through the bond of shared trauma.

By contrast. Salomon tries to present
the effect of narrativity. employing a
communicative situation between exter
nal narrator and viewers and audience.
The reenactment of death in this instance
is comfoning and healing because it pro
vides the frame of reference through
which these suicides make sense. The
presence of the viewers enables the trau
matic story to be spoken as the cata
strophic acts are placed into a sense
making framework. Whereas Salomon
sought to work through senselessness,
whose end result produced an aesthetic
which isn't symptomatic of unresolved
trauma. Delbo was less successful in
working through trauma and established
a contact between I and you, wherein the
second persona is absorbed in closecircle
while the reader is left out.

Professor Nanette Salomon. Depart-

ment of Perfonning and Creative Arts,
the College ofStaten Island/CUNY, who
concentrates in the field of Dutch an and
has wrinen on the practice of an history
and representation and ideology. pre
sented her paper. "On the Impossibility
ofCharlotte Salomon in the Classroom."
The paper examined the dual conditions
of the an of Charlone Salomon and of
those teaching an history in its presently
constrocted fonnulation in the college
classroom and argued for the incompat
ibility of the two.

Salomon confronted issues involving
the traditional an his
torical canon.and its
inclusions and exclu
sions. She put forth
paradigms that have
consistently excluded
women. or that in
cluded women who
have not disrupted the
canon. Salomon in
dicted the methodol
ogy of "compare/con
trasl" as a tool for rank
ing value and prestige,
which sets up a struc
ture of binary opposi
tion. with a master and
pupil, and contributed
to the creation of a
ghetloized sub-cat·

egory of women.
Noting that Charlotte Salomon has been

consistently left out of most dictionaries
of art and women anists. Professor
Salomon offered that Salomon confronts
many problems in traditional and mod
em ways of making sense ofan. Specifi
cally the issue of biography has left
woman artists mired in qualifying condi
tions, as critics have sought out a thera
peutic motivation forart practice. Profes
sor Salomon stressed the importance of
biography in the work. while noting that
post-modem trends in criticism have
marginalized the importance of biogra
phy. In a revisionist view of an history.
Banhes critiqued biography, Foucault
rejected the author as a vehicle of uncon
scious consequences. while even femi
nists have rallied against biographical
identity. Yet Professor Salomon aptly
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maintained that Salomon's artistic ex
pression stands apart from Holocaust his
tory, and added that if they arc related
than they cannot be ranked or placed in a
hierarchy. Other resistances which rein
force Charlotte Salomon's "impossibil
ity" is that she is treated not as having an
oeuvre, but as havi ng produced one work,
the added factor of her use of paper is
designated feminine. Finally, the physi
cal conditions of her art fight against its
exhibition in current museum practices,
that due to its large
number. aeolleetion
is a necessity, even
in reproductive
books. Professor
Salomon was reso
lute in her overall
contention that to
bring Salomon into
the classroom new
paradigmsofknowl
edge need to be tried
and developed.
The last speaker on

the program was
Micke BaI, of the
Amsterdam School
for Cultural Analy-
sis, Theory and In- (I. to r.)

terpretation, Univer-
sity of Amsterdam
and now a Cornell faculty member as an
A.D. White Professor-at-Large. Declar
ing, that for a contemporary audience,
catastrophe is inextricably bound up with
Holocaust, Sal hopes to continue the
discussion initiated by Adorno about the
Holocaust and its effects. The matter is
more pressing currently due to the disap.
pearing of survivors and witnesses. Sal
sees the specific case of Charlotte
Salomon as confronting. through the act
of opting for life. the strategy of turning
catastrophe from a "punctual to adurative
event," from narrative to spectacle.
Salomon' sempathetic spectaculari zation
of private catastrophe and its intersection
with public catastrophe are instructive in
their prescient connection ofthe personal
and the political. Though the Holocaust
touched her work, it is not represented by
it, yet her second person approach to the
spectator bridges the gap between expe-
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riencing and witnessing. Professor Sal
stresses thaI allegorical representations
from which we may derive pleasure make
us forget the catastrophe that traumatizes
actual subjects in order to proclaim a
higher aim. Using Salomon as an alle
gory of the Holocaust is just another way
of aestheticizing her work out of origin.
Catastrophe challenges the dividng line

between private and public and the ten
sion between past and present makes
catastrophe not only suitable but the ex·

emplary, unique suitable object of art,
both for the sake of working through
catastrophe and the work that art can do.
Professor Sal calls for catastrophe as a
paradigm, to give the ideological binary
between past and present a new urgent
meaning through a willful dialogic and
respectful adoption of the past in the
present as opposed to its subsumption.

Professor Pollock proposed a cumula
tive understanding oftrauma through lay
ing out the impact of events backwards
and recording a progressive adjustment
by degrees to trauma. Visiting IGCS Fel
low Michael Rothberg helpfully inter
vened, questioning the stark polarization
of Delbo and Salomon, putting fonh that
Delbo doesn't eradicate narrative, but
instead exchanges a master narrative by a
series of micro narratives which amounts
to an archive made available for the pub
lic. LaCapra wondered whether the em-

phasis on the aesthetic covers over resi
dues of religion and sacrifice. specifi
cally, the taboo on aesthetic representa
tion, leading to a negative sacralization
of the event, opting instead for indirect
allegorical allusive representation. After
this lively discussion ensued, Steinberg
illustrated that a common denominator
among the oft-mentioned concerns of
narrativization, aestheticization and
working through is that they arc subject
to assumptions of closure.

Indeed,closure is something
to militate against when deal
ing with the continuing de
bates over the subject of
Charlotte Salomon's life and
history and its place within
the larger critico-theoretical
approaches to the under
standing ofthe Holocaust and
its representation. The reflec
tion in the work ofendurance
and teleological propulsion
suggests both that a "Holo
caust" contextualization
docsn't answer all the ques
tions of interpretation and,
additionally, may point in
insightful ways in which dis
cussionsofthe Holocaust and
Holocaust Studies can pre-
vent understanding by sub

stituting a singular understanding for its
proccssual. multi-varied character. As
Steven Asehheim has proposed, there is a
need for continuous revision in the study
of the Holocaust and sensitivity to the
demands of a contexutalization that is
always open to question.•

Adam 1. Sock.s is a junior in the Department
of History at Cornell.

••••••••

NOTICE

The Esther Dischereit readings held here
in September and reported in this issue
were made possible in large pan by the
initiati ve of Kizer Walker who arranged
the visit, organized readings and recep
tions and raised the necessary funding.•
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